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Cautiously the boy thrust his head through the hole in the fence. He was astonished to see Craig
on the ground struggling with two masked men. The cashbox lay close by.
With a. thrill of satisfaction Bob reached for it.
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THE PLUCK OF A .WORKING BOY
By A SELF .. MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
IN WIIICH BOB BARRON IS UP AGAINST IT.

"Bob Barron!"
Andrew Craig, cashier and managing llerk for David
Waters, manufacturer of canned goods in the bustling Western town of Millgate, stood in the doorway of the shipping
department and roared out the words in a furious tone of
voice.
He seemed to be angry clea.r through, for his bla,ck eyes
snapped fire as he glared at the bright, good-looking boy
who was stenciling a name and address on. half a dooen
cases that stood ready for the truckman to carry to the
freight yard near by.
"Yes, sir," replied Bo]>, pausing in his work, brush in
one hand wd a stencil letter in the other, and looking up.
"This thing has got to be stopped, do you understand?"
cried Craig, waving a telegraph blank in the air.
"What thing, sir?" asked the boy, in surprise.
"You've made another blunder."
"Another blunder!" ejaculated B<>b, with a startled look.
"Yes; another blunder. Y oru. shipped a l<>t of canned
corn t.o a customer who ordered deviled ham, and of course
the man who ordered the corn has received the ham, so we
may expect to hear from him at any moment."
"I don't .see how that could have happened, sir. I am
very particular in making the shipments," replied the boy,
putting down the stencil and replacing the brush in the pot
filled with a black liquid.
"Of course you don't see how it happened," sneered fhe

managing clerk; "but it happened, just the same, and you
are responsible for the blunder. I shall, of c<>urse, have
to rep<>rt this t.o Mr. Waters as soon as he gets back from
Lakeview. We may lose two customers through your carelessness. As Mr. Waters had a whole lot of trouble hying
to square himself with Meredith & Co. over the blunder you
made two weeks ag<>, I'm thinking that you'll be lucky if
you don't get your walking papers for this."
There was a gleam of satisfaction in the cashier's eyes
that he could not wholly conceal, as if he rejoiced over the
prospect of the boy getting bounced, and Bob's quick eye
noticed it.
He and Craig had never been on good terms, especially
since Bob discovered a big error in a shipping order handed
to him by the managing clerk and pointed it out to him.
Had he not noticed the mistake on that occasion the
house would have suffered a big loss and Craig himself
would have been in hot water.
Instead of being grateful to the boy, the cashier resented
his smartness in finding him guilty of a piece of carelessness, of which he was ashamed, and from that moment he
determined, by hook or by crook, to get Bob discharged.
With this purpose in view he managed to have Bob's assistant transferred to another department, and secured the
place of assistant shipping clerk for his nephew, Noel Shattuck, a freckle-faced, red-headed, disagreeable boy, with
whom Bob found it hard to get along.
Bob b~ing boss of the shipping depa1tment, Noel had to
take his orders from him, and from the first he did it in a
surly, ·half-defiant way that made the shipping clerk feel
like kicking him.
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ping book to prove to Mr. Craig that the blame for the
matter surely lay· in some other quarter.
The managing clerk watched him with a sardonic smile
on his lips.
Apparently he didn't believe that the boy would be able
to square himself.
Berry & Berry, of Buffalo, N. Y., had ordered the deviled
ham; Smith & Co., of Elmira, N. Y., had ordered the corn.
Bob knew that, and he turned to the two stubs, confidently expecting to verify the correctness of his shipments.
To his a tonishment and consternation he found the
thing reversed, and yet he could swear he had written the
·
orders down correctly.
"Well," sneered Craig, who noted with satisfaction the
expression on Bob's face, ''I suppose you can prove that the
fault lies with the railroad?"
The boy was too staggered by the evidence that confronted him to answer directly.
It Reemed to him as if iherc was some hocus-pocus about
the business, and yet he coulJ not go hack on his own record,
notwithstanding that the same peculiar discrepancy in his
handwriting that had appeared at the time of the former
error showed itself now.
Still, there was no disputing the fact that he- bad made
the entries in the book before detaching the duplicates.
Furthermore, he had compared the duplicates with the
markings made by Shatt'ti.ck on the two cases and had found
them.correct.
It was almost the la:;t thing he did bc:fore going home on
that afternoon, and the cases were carried off first thing
Roel or himself used the duplicates when addressing the
next morning.
"There's something WTOng here, :Mr. Craig," he said, in
c;,i:aes, and Bob always compared the lettering on the boxes
kiih the name and address on the shipping blank to make a bewildered tone. "I can swear that--"
sure they were identical before he handed the goods over
"I've no doubt you'd be willing i.o swear to anything to
t 0 th t k
crawl out of a hole," replied the ma.naging clerk, sneeringly,
.
.
e rue ma~.
Tw~ weeks srnce Bob slupped an impor~ant n~sh o~der to .walking oYcr to Bob's desk and glancing at the stubs. "But
here is lhe evidence against you in black and white. You
Meredith & o., wholesale grocers ma neighborrng city.
.. 'Vilhin ~ c~uple of .c1ays Mr. Waters received a bi ~. ·~ic: can't get away from it, and I reckon there'll be something
:from the fo m ~n question because the go~ds ha~ not ~rn~ ec.. doing in the morning when Mr. Waters calls for this book
The complamt was turne~ overt? Cr~1g .for mvest1gat10.n. and sees that the blunder is due to your carelessness."
"BnL I know I sent i.he e<lse of deviled ham to Berry &
He looked up the matter m B?b s shippm~ book an~ discovered that the boy had, ~ccordmg to the evidence, shipped Berry, ancl the corn to 8milh & Co.," fluttered. Bob.
"Oh you do know it-you n,re willing to swear to it in
the goods to Toledo, Ohio, instead of Cleveland, in the
. your own h an d·t
same State.
sp1 c o'r· th c ev1.dence t·o t.h e con t rary in.That's th~ way the st~b ~·ead, and the duplicate on file writing? Then how do yolt account for Ben-y & Berry
sending us this telegram?" and Craig flashed the yellow
.
.:
.
with the freight agent comcided.
Bob l~oked long. and hard . ~t his . h~n~wi:-tmg'. whic~ document ti-iumphantly under the boy's eyes .
The despatch state(! that the case received by Berry &
. struck him as havmg a susp1c10us dissim1lanty with his
;ustomary pot-hooks: but as he w~ th~ only one who used Berry contained canned corn, which they had not ordered,
J10 book he found himself up agamst it, and had to accept and the firm wanted to lmow where the deviled ham was
that they had ordered, and for which they had duly rethe blame.
He could not understand how he came to make the blun- ceivecl the bill by mail.
Bob stared at the telegraph blank like one in a dream.
der, for he had shipped so many cases to Meredith & Co.
T11e e':idence was certainly piling up against him.
since Mr. Waters secured the firm as a regular customer
What could he say in the face of such stubborn facts?
that he Jmew their addres.s by heart.
And yet he was never more certain of anythjng in his
It was his first important mistake, and though he felt
than that he had inscribed the orders conectly in his
life
though
it,
excused
readily
pretty badly over it, Mr. Waters
shipping book and had seen them correctly lettered on the
he came near losing Meredith & Co. as a customer.
Now, inside of the :fortnight, he was accused of a second two cases.
"That's just the way it was with the other blunder I had
error, and, if anything, a more serious one.
. He remembered the two shipments in question, and, pos- to shoulder," he muttered to himself. "I could have sworn
itivc that he had made no mistake, he rushed for his ship- , then that I sent the Meredith order to Cleveland, where I
He had to remonstrate with Shattuck continually for the
errors he made, and because he could not trust his assistant, Bob found that he had a lot more work on his shoulders
than he had when Billy Davis was his side partner.
Bob was always particularly careful to see that all shipments went out of the place correctly addressed, both as
to name and destination, especially in the case of a, rush
ord,er, of which the house had many each· week.
He gave watchful attention to even the smallest detail in
connection with his department, and the re~mlt was that Mr.
Waters rarely received any kind of a complaint reflecting
upon his young shipping clerk.
· Consequently, he had come t<t regard Bob as on~ of his
most valuable employees.
The first trouble came soon• after Noel Shattuck became
his as·istant.
It was part> of Noel's duty to assist Bob in marking the
cases to be shipped.
Ile did it in such a slip-shod way that Bob had to call
him down repeatedly.
Noel didn't like his superior anyway, and this naturally
increased bis dislike for the sm'art boy in charge of the de·partment.
When Bob received one or a batch of shipping directions
the first thing he did was to copy them off in his shipping
receipt book in duplicate.
The original he retained in the stub, while the duplicate
1 ·ent to the freight clerk of the railroad company with the
goods.
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know they do business, and yet the evidence showed that I
forwarded it to Toledo. Either my brain-pan is beginning
to slip a cog, or else there's sornctl.ii~g crooked going on in
this department. It's up to me lu find out which, and in
mighty short order."
"Well," said the managing clerk, sha11ily, "what explanation have you to offrr ?"
"Nothing," replied Bob, shortly, going back to the case
he was lettering and resuming !tis work, for the trnckmari
was waiting for the cases, and Noel was busy in the next
room packing some boxes with bonecl chicken on a hurry
order.
CHAPTER II.
IN WHICH BOB FINDS GROUND FOR IIIS SUSPICIONS.

As soon as the truckman drove off with his load Bob went
to his desk, and taking the shipping book, turned to the
two stubs where the blunder was recorded and began to
study the writing attentively.
"That looks like my work:, and then again it doesn't. I'm
confident that I did not make any mistake in those two
shipments, and yet these stubs say I did. Has any one been
monkeying with this book? h so, why? Evidently to get
me into trouble. Altering the stubs would of itself not
count for much without a similar change being effected in
i(he duplicates and the marking on the cases. Now, who
could have done sueh a thing, if it was done? Noel Sha~
tuck? He does not strike me as being clever enough to
carry such a scheme through successfully. It is quite possible that he may be foxier than I have any idea of. One
thing is certain-he doesn't like me a little bit. Neither
does his uncle, -Mr. Craig. This whole thing looks decidedly
suspicious to me, There was something in Mr. Craig's
manner when he jumped on me awhile ago that struck me
as peculiar. He seemed to gloat over the fact that I was
caught in a tight place. I have no doubt that he would
like to see me discharged. These two blunders I am charged
with have happened since.Noel Shattuck took Billy Davis'
place as my assistant. Tha.t looks significant to begin with.
I wonder if Mr. Craig had the change made for a purpose, and whether he is working hand :ip. glove with his
nephew to get me out? It is not improbable. Let me examme those stubs in the light and see if my writing was
erased by means of chemicals. The paper ought to show if
it was tampered with."
Bob folded the covers and unused leaves back, and also
all the stubs but the first of the two he was about to submit
to the reflection of the late afternoon sunlight.
He examined the stub carefully, but there wasn't a single
indication that any kind of an erasure had been made.
"It doesn't look-hello!"
The exclam~tion was caused by the stub suddenly coming
away in his fingers.
And it parted from its place in the book without a tear,
or even a sign of the binder's stitch holes.
The latter point attracted Bob's attention particularly.
Laying the stub down, he pulled sharply on the second
stub.
.
That came away also, just as cleanly as the other.
He laid the second stub down and pulled on the next, but
it wouldn't budge.

He tried every stub back to the one containing the Meredith & Co. entry-the first blunder of which he was ac~
cusecl-and all held fast except that one, which came loose
just as the other two did.
"I beain to see a light," mused Bob, scratching his chin.
"There has been crooked work here."
Examining the inner end of each of the three stubs, he
saw a thin line of dried mucilage on each.
Evidently they had been stuck in to replace the original
stubs that had been carefully ren1ovecl.
Bob turned to the end of the book and easily detected
where several sheets had been cut out.
"I think I will be able to make some kind of a defense
at any rate, to-morrow morning, when Mr. Waters calls
on me for an explanation," said Bob to himself. "This is
clearly a conspiracy to do me up. My defeuse won't be
complete unless I can put the guilt of this transaction
where it belongs. I wonder how I can reach the plotter
or plotters? I believe Noel Shattuck is one, and I am
satisfied that he is working under the direction of his uncle.
~ow, if I could get some proof against either or both I'd be
able to turn the tables on them."
Bob reinserted the three stubs in their respective places
and laid the book aside until it should be called for. ·
Noel walked in at that moment to tell his boss that the
bo-xes he had been packing were ready to be marked for
shipment.
"All right," replied Bob, and lent him a hand to bring
them into the room.
He had the shipping receipt made out ab.cl banded it to ·
Shattuck to letter the goods by.
When the six o'clock whistle blew Noel put on his coat
and hat and disappeared.
Bob had to remain till the truckman came back for the
boxes, which he had been instructed to do.
Mr. Craig and the office force had departed half an hour
before, and the hands employed on the four uppeT floors
were leaving in bunches.
Billy Davis, seeing the doo·r of the shipping room open,
looked in on his way to the gate.
"H,ello, Bob," he grinned, "still at it?"
"Yes. I'm waiting for the truckman. Come in."
Billy entered.
"How are you and Shattuck getting on?" he asked.
"Don't mention it," replied Bob. "He's a lobster."
"Sony you lost me, aren't yo~?"
"I should say I am. We hitched all right, Billy. Do
you like it as well upstairs?"
"Not for a copper sou. I wish I was back here."
"I wish you were, too. Maybe you will be."
"Think so?" asked Billy, eagerly.
"Come over here, Billy, I want to talk to you."
Billy went over.
"You were transferred, Billy, to make room for Noel
Shattuck."
"Tell me something I don't know."
"Mr. Craig wanted his nephew in here and worked the
wires with the boos."
"Of course. I tumbled to that. Shattuck, having a p-.ill,
and I, having none, the change was easily worked."
"What do you suppose Noel was put in here for?"
"To help you, and work himself up."

I
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"It's my opinion he was put here for another purpose."
"What other purpose?"
"To work me out."
"Go on ! How could he? He couldn't hold down your
job if he got it, which isn't within reason, for you fill the
bill right up to the handle."
"I'm not filling it up to the handle since you left me."
"Why ain't you?"
"Two serious mistakes in the shipment of orders have
happened within two weeks."
" I o !" cried Billy, in surprise.
"Yes. The first occurred thirteen days ago. Six cases
of assorted canned goods for Meredith & Co., of Cleveland,.
went astray and there was the dickens to pay, as it was a
rush order."
"Fault of the railroad, of course," said Billy. "How
could you be blamed for that?"
"It wasn't the fault of the railroad."
"Then how did they happen to go astray?"
"The cases were directed to Toledo instead of Cleveland."
"How could that happen? You and me ·shipped enough
goods to Meredith & Co. to know their address with our
eyes shut."
"That's right; but, nevertheless, the cases were billed
and marked Toledo, and were recovered at the freight depot
in that city."
"Shattuck's fault."
"If it was, who is responsible for Shattuck? Who was
responsible for your acts when you were in the shipping
room?"
"You were," replied Billy, promptly.
"Exactly; and you noticed that nothing went out of here
until I had given it a look over."
"Keyrect."
"We pulled together for more than a year and we never
heard of a kick,from the trade."
"Not a kick," nodded Billy.
"If I had to watch, in a general way, the work of an
experienced young chap like you, who seldom made a slip,
I naturally had to keep a sharper oversight on a new assistant like Shattuck, who might be expected to make many
errors .until he got the run of things. Isn't that right?"
"Sure."
"'l'hen I ought to have caught any mistake such as the
marking of a well-known firm like Meredith & Co. to Toledo instea.d of to Cleveland, don't you think?"
"I should smile."
"The evidence shows not only that I didn't, but that I
billed the goods to Toledo myself."
"Get out!"
"Look here."
Bob picked up the shipping book and turned to the stub
containing the entry of Meredith & Co.
"What does that say?" he asked.
Billy read and gasped.
"You must have been thinking of something else when
you wrote that!" he said.
"I never think of anything but what I am doing at the
moment."
"Then how did you do it?"
"I didn't."
"Why, isn't that your writing?"

''h's a goocl imitation, isn't it?"
"Do you mean that Shattuck wrote that?"
"I don't know who wrote it, but I didn't."
"Isn't it your business to know?"
"It is, and that's why I got it in the neck. The goods
went wrong. rrhis entry held me responsible. I had no defense. In fact, I couldn't understand how the thing occurred, so it went against me as a black mark."
· "But if you were positive that you didn't write it--"
"I wasn't so positive then as I am now."
"Why are you more positive now?"
.
"Because a double blunder of the same kind hall just
happened."
"A double blunder!" cried Billy, with open mouth.
"Yes. What does that say?" asked Bob, pulling a couple
of orders off his file and sho·wing them one at a time to
Davis.
,
"Four gross deviled ham-Berry & Berry, Buffalo. Two
gross sweet corn, Sunrise brand-Smit~ & Co., Elmira.
Well ?' 1
"That's plain enough, isn't it·?"
"As the nose on your face," admitted Bill
,
Bob turned up the two stubs in the shipping "4:Jook.
"What does that say?"
~
• Billy whistled.
;
"Did you actually mix those orders up? It isn't your
way of doing things."
';Somebody mixed them up for me."
"Who? Shattuck?"
"Possibly. I'd give something to know the tn1th. I
didn't fill in either of those stubs."
"Who did? Must ha.ve bean Shattuck."
"That's where the mystery comes in. You never made
any entries in the shipping book."
"Nary a o;ne. That was your business."
"Shattuck has no more right to do it than you. I made
the orig~nal entries in the three cases in question, just as
I did in all the others."
"Then how is it that--"
"I repudiate these three stubs? Because the original
stubs were removed and these substituted in their places.
Because there's crooked work going on in here under my
very nose, and the object of it is to secure my discharge.
There, you have the whole thing in a nutshell."
"You don't say!" gasped Billy, gazing at Bob in great
astonishment.
CHAPTER III.
WORKING UP A CASE.

"I am sorry to say that I do say so," replied Bob, with
a sober face.
"Say, how could the original stubs be removed and these
put in their places?"
Bob showed him.
"Where did the duplicates come from?"
"The back of the book," ancl Bob showed him the evidence of missing sheets.
"But how could such a game be worked under your cyeJ"
"It wasn't. It was done in each case at night. In both
instances the shipment, after I had checked off the marking
on the _cases, lay over all night waiting for the truckman.
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Bob was delighted as he smoothed them out on his desk.
Having no suspicion of foul play I did not consider it
"We are getting at the bottom 0£ this conspiracy by denecessary to look at them again."
"Weli, if this doesn't beat the band," ajaculated Billy. grees," he said. "They prove that I made no error in
''What are you going to do? Report the matter to Mr. either case."
"That's what they do," said Billy. "Now, if you could
Waters?"
only prove that Shattuck is the guili.y rooster you·d be all
"Certainly."
"You ought to see the night watchman. I£ Noel Shat- right."
"I may be able to do that. Do you sec that mark?"
tuck had a hand in the business the watchman must have
,
"Yes. What :is it ?"
let him in to the shipping room."
"What does it look like?"
"I'm going to ask him, but I don't believe he let Noel in
"The print 0£ a thumb."
at the gate. It is my opinion that if he helped in this
"That's right. It's a well-known £act in police annals
scheme he came in at the front door with Mr. Craig, who
has a key to the door, £or he often comes here at night to that no two thumbs are ever alike. Detectives have used
that knowledge often to track down criminals from thumb
pull up on his work."
"But the watchman would know if there was any work marks imprinted on various objects at the scene of a crime.
I will call the attention 0£ Mr. Waters to this mark aml
going on in this room."
"I dare say he would, if Ml. Craig didn't send him on suggest that he get an impression of Noel's thumb. Then,
an errand to keep him away from the premises for an hour if he cannot satisfy himself as to the identity of the b 1 0
or so. As soon as he went off Shattuck could have slipped marks by comparison, he can submit them to the judgment
in, attended to his part 0£ the job under the cashier's eye, of an experienced detective."
"Gee! That's a good idea. You may catch Shattuck by
and then slJpped away before the watchman got back."
"That's so,'' said Billy. "At any rate the watchman that plan."
"I hope so. My chief object is to clear myself of these
will tell you whether he was absent for a while or not any
blunders, and my next is to get rid of Noel and have you
·night."
"Yes. I£ he was, that will tend to c6nfirm my deduc- put back as my assistant."
"That will suit me down to the ground," replied Billy.
tion."
'A t this juncture the truckman entered the room, and
"It won't prove anything, though."
Billy helped to load the boxes on his truck.
"No."
As soon as the last was out 0£ the building, Bob locked up
"If the originals and duplicates had only been numbered
consecutively by a machine before they were bound up it and then, accompanied by Billy, hunted up the night watchwould have been impossible for such a scheme to be put man to let him know they were going, and also to ask him
thrnugh without special printing, and that would have cost a few questions.
As the watchman went with them to the gate, Bob said :
,
.
something."
"Mr. Brown, did Mr. Craig come to the office any night
"That's true; but shipping receipts are not usually numthis week?"
bered that way if numbered at all."
"Yes, on Monday night."
"If you are sure that the addresses on the cases we:re
"Was his nephew, Noel Shattuck, w.ith him?"
right when you examined them, the stenciling would show
The watchman shook his head.
evidence 0£ having been erased for re-marking."
'iDid Mr. Craig send you on an errand that night?"
"0£ course. I mean to telegraph Berry & .Berry, and
"Why, yes. • Soon after he arrived he called me into the
Smith & Co. on my own hook in the morning for information on that head," said Bob. "Their replies ought to help office, told me that he had forgotten an important account
book he had taken to his house, and sent me for it."
my statement when I come to make it to Mr. Waters."
"How long were you away from here?"
"I suppose the original stubs and duplicates were de"About an hour and a half. Why do you ask?"
stroyed when the changes were made."
"Naturally. It wouldn't do for them to crop up at an ·"I just wanted to know, because I have ·reason to believe
that some one was doing something in the shipping room
,
awkward moment."
one night this week, and I thought you would have called
somethem
hid
"If Shattuck did the jobihe might have
where about this room. Why don't you hunt for them on a my attention to the fact if you had known about it. You
chance? I'll help you. There are lots 0£ corners whe:re didn't see a ~ight in the shipping room on Monday night
when you returned w.ith the book?»
such things could be shoved out 0£ sight."
"No. There has been no one in the shipping room at
Bob thought Billy's suggestion a good one to follow out,
so the two boys began a careful s~rch 0£ the shipping room. night at any time to my lmowledge," replied the watchman.
"Thank you. Good-night," and Bob, with Billy, walked
They hunted for some time without success, until Billy
shoved his hand into a big knothol~ in the floor in one cor- out at the gate and made their way homeward. "Well,'' he
said to his companion, "you see the watchman was away
ner.
Ile felt something like crumpled paper, grasped it and from the premises an hour and a half on Monday night,
and that was the night that the cases directed to Berry &
pulled it out.
It proved to be two 0£ the stubs and duplicates they were Berry, and Smith & Co., lay overnight in the shipping
room."
after.
1
1 "That seems to show that the cashier stood in with Shat.
.
He gave a shout 0£ glee.
"Here's two 0£ them, Bob. Maybe the other is here, too." , tuck on the job. You ought to be able to show them
I both up."
It was, for he pulled it out on the second trial.

'
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"The mere fact that Mr. Craig sent the watchman away
CHAPTER IV.
on an apparently innocent errand doesn't p-rove anything
against him. Nor is there any evidence to. show that Noel
BOB TURNS 'l'IIE TABLES ON UIS ENEMIES.
Shattuck was in the shipping room that night. If they.
'
Bob pa.rted company with Billy Davis about two blocks
were questioned by Mr. W atcrs, Noel would swear he wasn't
from his own home, where he lived with his widowed
here, and his uncle would back him up."
"I guess that's right," replied Billy. "But I'll tell you mother and an elder sister, who carried on a millinery
store.
how you might get a pointer on the subject."
His father had been a master carpenter, and until his
"How?"
"Let's go ound to the station house and find out what death the family was well provided for, and Bob was abl_e to
policeman was on the beat that ~vening. Then hunt him attend the Grammar School regularly.
He had been one term in the High School when his
up and ask him i£ he saw a light in the shipping room Monday night. If he did he might have seen Shattuck in fat.her died, then it became necessary for him to get out
there."
and hustle.
He went to work in the canned goods house as assistant
"That's a good idea, Billy. We'll carry it out."
They went to the station house and Bo.b put his inquiry shipping clerk, and did so well that when the head of the
to the officer in charge.
department left to accept a better position elsewhere, he
He called the roundsman m question out of an inner was promoted to his place, and Billy Davis was hired to fill
.,.
the post of his helper.
room, where he was getting ready to go on post.
His sister, in the meanwhile, opened up in the millinery
"I suppose you pass the Waters canned goods establishment several times 0£ a night!'" asked Bop.
business for herself, and now the family was getting along
"Yes. It's on m;y bea.t."
quite comfortably once more.
"You're late to-night, Bob,'' said his mother, when the
"Do you ever walk up the alley or lane where the
fence is?"
boy walked into the house and kissed her, as wa& his custom.
"I do to try the gate."
"I suppose you were detained a.t your business."
"A little while. After that I put in about twenty min"Do you remember what time you went up there Monday
night?"
utes doing a bit 0£ detective business."
"About nine o'clock."
"For Mr. Waters?"
·
"No, for myself."
"Was there a light in the office at that time?"
"For yourself?" said his mother, in some surprise.
"Yes. The cashier was working at his books."
"Yes. There's been some crooked business going on in
"You know Mr. Craig by sight, then?"
"Sure, I do."
my department, and it was necessary for me to get to th<=
"Diq you see a light in any other pa.r t 0£ the building bottom of it or the blame would rest on my shoulder;;."
at that time?"
"Ho.w did you succeed?"
"First rate. I fancy my new assistant will get the bounce
"Yes. There was a light in a back room overlooking the
alley. There was a boy in there lettering a couple of cases." to-morrow and that my friend Billy will get his old job
·'You am certain of that?" ask.ed Bob, eagerly.
back."
"You have never seemed to be satisfied with your new
"Yes," replied the policeman, looking at him rather
sharply.
helper."
.
"No. I've now caught him in a dirty trick to do me up,
"Thank you: That is all I want to knmv. By the way,
what is your name?"
'
and when I bring the matter to Mr. Waters' attention in
"John Quigley."
the morning I expect to get rid 0£ him for good and all."
"But he's a relative 0£ the head clerk, isn't he?"
"Much obliged. Here's a quarter to treat yourself to
some cigars."
·"Yes. A nephew. But that fact won't save him. :M:r.
"One moment, young fellow," said the officer, as he took Waters won't stand for crooked work in his establishment."
"Well, your supper is ready. Sit up to the table. Bessie
the money. "What is your object in asking me all these
questions?"
has been home, had hers, and went back to the store."
"I am the shipping clerk of the Waters canned goods
So Bob, with sharpened appetite, sat down and made
house. I wanted to find out i£ there was anybody working short work of his supper.
in my depa.rtnient on Monday night, that's all. The boy
Next morning, on his way to work, Bob sent off the teleyou saw in the room is my assistant. I simply wanted to grams to Berry & Berry, of Buffalo, and Smith & Co., 0£
get a line on his movements Monday night."
Elmira, requesting an immediate answer, to be addre€sed
The policeman seemed to be satisfied, and the two boys to himself.
walked out of the station.
He was always among the first of the employees to re"Billy," said Bob, enthusiastically, "you're a brick. port to the time-keeper in the morning at the gate, and this
You've got a long head. The evidence of Policeman Quig- morning was no exception.
ley is just what I needed to make out a case a·gainst ShatNoel Shattuck came swaggering fn shortly afterward.
tuck. He had no business lettering cases, or doing any"Here's an order for you to begin on, Shattuck," said
thing else in the shipping room on Monday night. I fancy Bob. "Three gross potted tongue; one gross Lima beans;
I've got him dead to rights."
one-ha.If gross desiccated chicken; ditto boned turkey.
"Bet your boots you have," chuckled Billy, as they walked Then into the same case you want to put the eight dozen
up the street.
assorted plum pudding and four dozen mincemeat that were
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delivered here yest.erday aitcrnoon. You'll find them in
that small box near the door. You might as well take this
order for Sunrise corn, six gross, at the same time. That
will keep you busy for a while."
"One would think you were the boss of this establishment
by the way you order me about," replied Shattuck, sulkily.
"I'm boss of this room, and t1rnt's all that need worry
you," replied Bob, sharply.
"You won't be boss long, I hope," muttered Noel, as he
walked into the packing room.
"He's a disagreej>.ble little beast," said Bob to himself,
as he started to make out the shipping receipts for the two
orders he had given Shattuck.
Soon after Craig entered the room with a batch of orders
that had come by the early mail.
"Here, :fill these, Barron," he said, in no friendly ton~.
"See that you don't make any move mistakes. How do you
exp~t to square yourself about the Berry & BerTy and the
Smith & Co. blunder,,? We haven't heard from Smith yet
but I dare say there'll be a letter raising Cain with us' ~
the next mail."
'
'

"I'm not worrying about the ma.Her, Mr. Craig," replied
Bob, coolly.
The managing clerk regarded Bob with surprise and not
a liifle anger.
,
"I suppose you think Mr. Waters will overlook it like he
did your Meredith & Co. error?" he snorted, wrathfully.
"You'll find yourself i.nisi.aken, I'm thinking."
"I shall try to prove to Mr. Waters that I'm not to blame
in the matter."
"How are you going to do it?" asked the cashier, curi·
ously.
"I think I shall be able to do it."
"How?"
"I haven't got all my evidence together yet, sir," replied
Bob, evasively.
'"Humph! I think the evidence is all arrainst you "
sneered Craig. "The entries in your shippi~g book a~·e
enough to prove your carelessness."
"I hope to show that the receipts I made out are all
right."

"All right!" roared the managing clerk. "How can they
be all right when they're all wrong?"
At that moment one of the clerks came in and told Bob
that there was a messenger boy out ide with a telegmm for
1
him on which there was sixty cents to collect.
"All right," said Bob, following him out.
He paid the charges, tore open the envelope and read
the message.
It came :from Berry & Berry, and was perfectly satisfactory.
Whe~ he returned to the shipping room Crairr was in the
.
0
pac kmg room talking to his nephew.
In a few minutes he returned to the counting room.
At eleven o'clock Bob received a C. 0. D. message from
Smith & Co., which was also satisfactory.
Mr. Waters clid not appear till half-past eleven.
By that time Craig had received a letter of complaint
:from Smith & Co.
Armed with that, and the Berry lelegram, he marched
into the private office to make matters hot for Bob.

His report surprised and displeased 1'1fr. Waters, who
sent at once for Bob.
The young shipping clerk immediately responded.
As he passed the mnnaging clerk's desk that individual
favored him with a sardonic look that meant a whole lot.
7
" \ ell, Bob," said Ur. \Vaters, gravely, "I ha.ve receivecl
a bad report about yon from ::\Ir. Qraig. It seems you have
made another serious blunder in the shipment of our goods.
I hope yon may be able to clear yourself."
"l anl satisfied that I can, sir."
"Yery well. Sit down and let me have your explanation."
Bob had brought the shipping book, the original orders
from the two :firms, and his own evidence, witnesses excepted.
"I am going to prnve to you that not only I have made no
error in the cases in que.,;Lio·n, but that the Meredith & Co.
ma.Her was not my fault, either," he said.
''I think your shi ppin'g !Joo:, showed conclusively that
you sent the ::\Ieredith onler to Toledo instead of to Cle1'elanc1," replied the head of the house.
"It did, sir. .\.ncl the shipping book "·ill also show that
I fonrn,rded the Berry & Ber•y orcler and the Smith & Co.
ordl'r wrong, too.''
"Then how do yon c':pr.'d to · 0ar younelf ?" asked the
merchant, sernrely._
"By proving that, in the tbrrc imbnf'<\ in question, the
·'hipping hook lies."
''Indeed. And if the shippin~ book lies, as you say, who
is responsible for that? l helirve the honk is in your sole
charge; that no one but you ronkr 0 an_y entri<'& in it."
" To one but me has any right to make any entries in
it, but I have eviflencc to show that the book ha.-; been tampered with."
'"l'ampered with?" exclairne(l :\Ir. Water~, in s0me astonishment. "Who shmil<l tamper with it?"
''An enemy. l ha.ve two in this building. But if you
will permit me to tell my :;iory I think I can satisfy you
of the truth of my assertion."
"Go on."
Bob lost no time in laying the :lad; before his employer,
which he backed up with the origiual shccb of the shipping
book found by Billy Davis in the hole in the floor, and by
the two telegmms he had received from Buffalo an<l Elmira.
Ile also showed how the false stubs had been gummed in
the book.
'
Then he repeated what Policeman Quigley told him in
Billy's presence.
When he got through the matter wo·re a Yery serious aspect to :Mr. Waters.
Ile called a clerk in and told him to send for Billy Davis.
Billy, when he arrived, conoboratcd the points in which
he was involved.
jfr. Waters then sent for Noel Shattuck.
"Did you return here Monday evening and do some work
in the shipping room?" he asked that youth, when he appeared.
Noel looked startled, but promptly denied that he had
been in the builcling on 1\Ionda.y night, or any other evening
since he had come to work 1.here.
Craig then received a summons to step into the pri va.te
office.

8
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"I thought you might be angry with me for being here."
"Ur. Craig," said M:r. Waters, "I believe you returned to
"Indeed. What were you doing in the shipping room?"
the office :Monday evening to do some work?"
".Amusing myself."
"Ycs, sir."
"In what way?"
"Was your nephew here, also?"
"Reading."
The m,anaging clerk fl.ashed a swift look at Noel before
"What was he doing, officer?"
replying, then he said, with emphasis, "No."
"He seemed to be marking cases, with stencil letters and
"What have you done about those two cases-the deviled
a brush."
ham and the corn r"
"Is that what you were doing?" asked the merchant of
"1 telegraphed both houses to res"hip them to each other
Noel.
at our expense."
"No, sir; I was only making believe."
"Quite right: That is all. You and Shattuck may reThe merchant stepped to the door and called Craig in.
tire; you, too, Bob."
"You told me ye terday that your nephew was not here
Uraig looked at Bob as he passed through the counting
Monday night. This policeman, whose beat is in this neighroom, and he did not like the confident look on his face.
borhood, saw Shattuck in the shipping room Monday night
He stopped his nephew.
'' \Yhat did the old ma:n want with you?" he asked him. marking cases. Do you mean to tell me that you did not
"He asked me if I cam'e back here Monday night and know be was there?"
Craig was in an embarrassing predicament.
did anything in the shipping room."
He did not know what to say.
"He did?" said the cashier, a bit startled.
Finally he reluctantly admitted that he did know that
''Yrs."
his nephew was in the building.
"Aull what did you say?" asked his uncle, anxiously.
"Then, why did you deny it when I asked you the que~ ·
··I said no, of course. What else should I say?"
"That's right. See that you stick to it if he should ask tion yesterday?" asked Mr. Waters.
Craig tried to shuffle out by giving an e\'asivc answer.
you again."
"I am very much obliged to you for your evidence, officer.
"Of course I will."
After Noel went back to the shipping room Craig did 'l'hat will be all," said the merchant.
He handed Quigley a $5 bill, and the policeman departed.
a lot of hard thinking. ,
Mr. Waters then told a clerk to request Bob to bring the
"Who the deuce could have given the boss a hint that
has
shipping book into his private office.
Noel was here ~fonday night? Can it be that Ba;rron
Bob presently appeared with it.
a suspicion of the real facts and told Mr. Waters? Pshaw !
"Now, please repeat the story you lold me yesterday
What of it? Suspicion amounts to nothing. I took care to
get the watchman out of the way long enough for Noel to morning and show the exhibits in the case, Bob," said the
do the trick, so it is impossible for Barron to prove that he merchant.
Bob obeyed, and before be was half done Craig and his
was here, no matter what he suspects. I didn't like his
were both in a state of consternation.
nephew
be
to
seem
didn't
He
office.
private
the
left
he
look when
"You accuse Shattuck of this trick, I believe, and my
the least cast down. l\Ir. Waters must have let him down
ea.sy again. I can't understand what he sees in that chap. head clerk in aiding and a.belting him?"
"Yes, sir." 1
\Yell, if he's escaped this time, Noel and I must lie low for
"It's a lie !" hissed Craig.
a while and iry again in the near future."
"I think the evidence, both circumstantial and direct, is
With ihat reflection he returned to his work.
Mr. Waters remained unusually late at the office that sufficient to warrant a grave suspicion of the truth of Bob's
charges. At any rate, you will pay your nephew his week's
afternoon.
wages and dismiss him at once. Perhaps I will have someIn fact, he stayed until the six o'clock whistle blew.
Then he sent for the night watchman and had a brief thing more to say to you on the subject later on. You may
talk with him, after which he put on his hat and coat and go back to your desk. Bob, send upstairs, for your former
went to the station house, where he asked for Policeman assistant, Davis, and put him to work. That is all."
Craig waylajd Bob on his way out.
l~uigley.
"It is evident that you're the old man's favorite, and have
He had a talk with Quigley and then went home.
Next day at four o'clock the policeman ca.lled at the es- lied your way out of trouble. But I'll get square with you
for this, mark my words!" he hissed.
tablishment and asked for him.
Bob gave hin1 a glance of contempt and passed on withHe was shown into the private office, and then Mr. Waters
saying a wo.rd.
out
sent for Shattuck.
"Is this the lad you saw in the shipping room Monday
night?" he a kcd Quigley, when oel appeared.
CHAPTER V.
The officer said it was, and Noel turned a sickly white.
"I thought you. told me that you were not in the building
THE ROBBERY OF TilE SAFJ~ AND ITS COMPLICATIONS.
Monday night," said the merchant, sternly, turning on
"This is like old times, Bob," said Billy, as the shipping
the boy.
clerk handed him an order t? pack a case with Sunrise corn.
I oel was silent.
"So Shattuck got the bounce ?"
"You were here, weren't you?"
"Ile got it straight from the shoulder, and it served him
"Yes, sir," quavered the unJ1appy youth.
"Why did you deny the fact, then, yesterday morning?" right," replied Bob.
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"I should say so, afte~ what he did. Did the boss say
anything to the cashier?"
"He said he would have something to say to him later
'
on."
"Then he's liable to get it in the neck, too."
"He's got a bad showing up as it is. Mr. Waters believes that he was aiming to get me discharged."
" Well, I'm glad that you got the better of those two. It
was a low down trick that they tried to work on you, and
they came mighty near putting you in the soup."
"That'~ right, Billy. Now, get a move on. That little
rascal put me behind in my work. See if you can't help me
to pull up."
"I'll help you, bet your boots," said Billy, as he started
for his old stamping-ground-the packing room.
As the orders came rushing in the boys had all they could
do the next few days to hold their own.
On Saturday afternoon the establishment closed down
at five o'clock.
Bob and Billy had to work an hour later to get some orders away that night.
As the office help were putting on their coats to depart
one of the junior clerks came out into the shipping room
and told Bob that Craig had resigned his job and wouldn't
be at the office any more.
"Is that so?" replied Bob. "I can't say that I feel bad
over it. He wasn't a friend of mine-quite the other way."
Bob and Billy quit at six and went home.
Bob had hardly. parted from his assistant before he recollected that he had le t his pay envelope on his desk in
the shipping room.
"Gracious! I'll have to go back for it," he exclaimed.
"I don't believe anybody is likely to get at it but the night
watchman, and I'm sure he wouldn't touch it, but still I
need the money in .a way, and a fellow doesn't feel too
happy with ·his week's wages lying around loose."
So he turned about and hastened back to the canning establishment.

given up his position in the house a.roused the boy's suspicions.
"I believe the rascal is robbing the safe to get squaTe on
Mr. Waters. Probably he was discharged, and gave it out
to the clerks that he had resigned. I must keep my eye on
him and sto""} him if he starts to walk out the front door
with that bo~. He acts as if he was doing something underhanded. Just as if he was afraid some one might see
what he is doing. Unless the night watchman has learned
.that Craig has severed his connection with the house he
would hardly pay much attention to his p'I'esence in the office alone, for the cashier has always had full swing around
the place. Well, I'm sure he's doing something .t hat he
oughtn't to do. A man who is capable of stooping to such
a mean trick as the one he engineered against me is not too
good to rob his late employer when the chance is his."
Craig snapped the spring lock of the box, shut the safe to,
and then, after a cautious look around, started, not for the
front door, but for the entry leading into the yard.
"He's going out the back. way," breathed Bob. "That
isn't a good sign. Perhaps he gave up the keys to the front
door and can't get out that way. In that case he must have
entered either through the hole in the fence or he got the
watchman to let mm in. Well, I'm going to stop him, and
demand an explanation. If he puts up a fight I'll call on
the watchman to help me,"
Bob hastened to let himself out into the yard.
In his hurry, and the gloom of . the shipping room, he
tripped over a small box and went sprawling on the fl.oo·r.
This delayed him, and it was several minutes before he
steppecl outside and hastily turned the key· in the lock of the
door.
Then •he saw the late managing clerk just vanishing
through the hole in the fence. .
Unfortuna.tely for Craig, a couple of hard-looking ruffians, who had planned to scale the fence and break ~nto
the office of the establishment by the rear way, were holding a final consultation a few yards away.
Owing to the dusk of the evening they had not noticed
He took a short cut tjiat brought him to the alley where
the gate was.
He intended to knock there until the watchman came and the break in the fence as yet.
As Craig stepped out into the alley the rascals saw him
let him in.
once with the tin box, which looked as if it contained
at
When he reached the gate he was surprised to see . that
something valuable, in his hand.
two boards had been removed from the fence.
He, on his part, did not notice them until they pounced
He looked in at the hole and saw the boards lying on the
0
up~~:~:~~ ~~~e !~: ci~~::~~n!e ground, and strik.
ground, bent and broken.
Then he remembered that the truck had backed against ing a big stone, the spring released the cover and the bo·x,
the fence that afternoon and had no doubt damaged it.
turning half over, dumped a portion of its contents into
"The night watchman is repairing the breach," he said the dirt.
to himself, when he spied a nail box with a hammer lying
Bob, as he crept after the recreant cashier, heard the sudclose by. "I'll just slip in here and save him the trouble
disturbance outside and wondered what it meant.
den
of opening the gate for me."
the boy thrust his head through the hole in
Cautiously
room.
He did so, and was soon in the shipping
His pay envelope was where he left it, and he put it in his the fence.
pocket.
He was astonished to see Craig on the ground struggling
Noticing a light in the office, he glanced in and saw with two masked men.
The cash box lay close by.
Craig at the safe.
With a thrill of satisfaction Bob reached for it.
He was taking out several bags of money and placing
His presence was unnoticed by the rascals, who had their
them in an oblong japanned tin box.
Bob also saw him empty the loose change into it from the hands full subduing the ex-cashier.
Drawing the japanned box to him he riglih1 it and lifted
cash box.
·
Such strange proceedings on the part of a man who had it inside the lrole.

!
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As Bob stepped out inio llie alley another figure appeared
Then he felt for an<l..ree:ovcrod the coins that had escaped
the direction of the street.
from
when the box turned oYer.
a policeman-Officer Quigley, who had just come
was
It
ruffians
the
that
him
showed
alley
the
into
peep
.1 final
had subdued Craig and were gagging him with a handker- on his beat.
Bob and the policeman reached the two men about the
chief.
time.
same
Bob.
breathed
saw,"
ever
I
thing
"'l'his is the greatest
"What's wrong here?" asked Quigley.
"l wonder who those scoundrels are who jumped so sudden"Why, hello, Barron, what are you doing here at this
ly on the cashier. They must ha.ve been lying in wait for
asked Brown, in surprise.
hour?"
him outsiuc. Probably they saw him through one of the
two rascals coming out of a hole in the fence
caught
"I
" ·irnlo1rs tnkirig the money from the sale, and then laid their
cash-box in the hands of one," said Craig,
Waters'
Mr.
with
·plans to rob him of the boo: when he came out. They'll be
the incident to his advantage, for he
tmn
to
trying
glibly,
make
better
I'd
so
minute,
a
about
in
box
looking for the
him. "I tried to get it away from
to
lost
was
box
the
.knew
myself scarce around here. They'll be mightily surprised
on me and la.id me out. Then the
jumped
they
when
them
when they find that it has disappeared. The hole in the
shot one of thffi'Il. You'll find
and
up
turned
watchman
fence, hmreYcr, will suggest the way that it vanished and
here in the dirt."
arotmd
somewhere
cashbox
the
they'll come into the yard to hunt for ilie person who got
for fact and went over
statement
Craig's
accepted
'l,uigley
watchthe
where
away with it under their noses. I wonder
to look at the fallen crook, while Brown struck a match and
man is. I must find him."
Bob couldn't understanu why Brown should have left the started to look for the· box.
"Hold on, Mr. Brown," said Bob. " I know where the
breach in the wall so long unrepaireu.
is, so you needn't hunt for it."
box
That he had started in on the job was evident from the
is it?" asked the night watchman.
"Where
presence of the nail box with the hammer in it.
for the present. I will be responsible for it,"
safe
is
"It
of
couple
a
after
gone
The boy judged that the man ha.d
boards, a pile of which lay near the engine room, but he replied the boy. "You told that story pretty well, Mr.
had been gone long enough to Bob's knowledge to have done Craig," he added, turning to, the ex-man.aging clerk. "It's
a pity it isn't true."
the work twice over.
"What do you mean, you young -rascal?" exclaimed
Expecting to find the watchman about the engine house
glaring ve.nomo;usly at Bob.
Craig,
he started in that direction.
that your yarn about the ca~h-box is a. downmean
"I
of
sign
no
was
there
house
engine
the
When he reached
the boy, resolutely.
replied
lie,''
right
the watchman.
"Why, you little puppy--"
Nor was' he anywhere about the yard.
"Officer Quigley, will you come here?" asked Bob.
"Where the dickens can he be?" Bob asked himself.
The policeman, after examining the motionless rascal,
While he was looking around he heard a racket at the
was just coming forward.
fence.
"Did you shoot that fellow?" he asked the watchman.
'
"Those rascals must be up against somebody else now.
\'I did, in self-defense,'' replied Brown.
Can it be the watchman?"
"Well, the man is dead. It will be necessary for me to
It was so dark now that Bob could not make anything place you under arrest."
out at all.
"I'm sorry I killed him,'' replied Brown, in a shaky
At that moment there was a flash and a report.
voice. "I didn't aim at him with that intention. It was a
"Gee whiz! Somebody is shot," palpitated the boy, keep- question of saving myself, and it was all done in a twinking close in the shadow of the engine house, for he wasn't ling."
looking for trouble.
"I recognize the fellow as a well-kiDown crook, so you'll
Then he recognized the watchman's vorce.
be able, to offer· a good defense," said the offiecr. "I have
That altered tlrn situation, as· he deemed it to be his duty no alternative but to take you to the station. house and reto go to the assistance of Brown if he was in trouble.
port the facts. You'll be held for the action of the coroner,
He shoved the tin box under the pile of lumber, picked who may see fit to pa.role you, or let you go altogether."
up a stick of wood to use for a weapon, and started for the
"All right," replied the night watchman, "I can't help
break in the fence.
myself. I wish you'd notify Mr. Waters, Bob, and stay
He founcl no one a.t the opening, but on peering out saw a around the place until some arrangements are made to
form lying motionless on the ground in the alley, who guard the establishment over Sunday."
"I'll attend to that, Mr. Brown. Now, officer, I request
looked like one of the ruffians, while a little distance away
to arrest Mr. Craig here, also." "
you
ground.
the
on
man
he saw a figure bending over another
"Arrest me!" ejaculated the ex-cashier, while the watch"I guess you·re all right now, JI.Ir. Craig," said the voice
man looked astonished.
of the watchman, and then Bob understood the situation.
"What for?" asked Quigley, gruffly.
Brown had been a.way somewhere, and on his return had
"I charge him with rifling the office safe and trying to
been attacked by the masked rascals in the same way they
get away with the money in the cash-box he spoke about,"
had done up the ex-cashier.
The watchman, however, was a harder nut to crack, and said Bob, resolutely.
"Why, you miserable litlle whelp !" roared Craig, raising
in the struggle he had drawn his revolver and shot one of
his fist to strike his young accuser.
the scoundrels.
"You Lake him to the lltation house, Officer Quigley, and
The other had then taken to his heels ancl disappeared.
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I'll go along and make the charge. I'm ready to swear that
he took the money, for I saw him do it."
"You little liar!" hissed Craig.
"Why, this man is Mr. Waters' cashier !" said Quigley.
"Not _since :Iive o'clock to-day, he isn't. He either resigned or was discharged,."
Craig made a dart at Bob, but the boy evaded him e~sily.
"If you don't take him in, Mr. Quigley, you may be up
against it when Mr. Waters, after he he.arn my story, reports
the case to the capta.in,'' insisted Bob.
The offi.cer was in a quandary.
He saw that the boy was thoroughly in earnest, but he
c9uld hardly believe that Cru.ig, a man who, to his knowledge, had been for several years connected with the canning
house, could be guilty of such a charge.
Finally he decided to take Craig with him and let the
sergeant at the desk in the station house decide the matter
of 'holding the ex-cashier.
"Well, I'll talrn the three of you a.long, and you can have
it out with the officer at the station, young man."
Craig objected to accompanying the policeman.
''You've got to come, anyway," said Quigley, "for you're
an important witness in this shooting scrape, according t<J
your own words. You'll have to tell your story a,t the station, and appear before the coroner's jury later on."
Craig reluctantly yielded and the party set off fo.r the
station house.
CHAPTER VI.
BOB IS REWARDED AND ORAIG GETS ANOTHER JOB.

. When they all lined up before the des]c Officer Quigley
reported the shooting and said he had arrested the night
watchman on his own ad.mission of having shot the ma;n,
, who, he said, was a crook.
Brown, on being asked if he had anything to say, made a
statement of the occurrence, claiming that the shooting had
been done in self-defense.
He was locked up pending the coroner's investigation.
Quigley then told the sergeant that Bob Ban·on had demanded the arrest of Craig, who was an important factor
in the incident that preceded the shooting.
Bob then told why he had returned to the canning establishment after leaving at six o'clock with his assistant, Billy
Davis; how he had seen a light in the counting room, and
looking in, he had seen Craig, whose connection with the
house had ceased at five o'clock, taking mooey and bills O'Ut
of the safe and putting them in the tin box.
"That looked decidedly suspicious to me," went on Bob,
"and I decided to stop him from getting away, especially as
he started to make his exit by the yard. He got out through
a hole in the fence before I could reach him. Then I heard
a noise in the alley and looking out saw that Cra1g had been
a.ttacked by two masked men, who I was satisfied were
crooks. It would have been folly for me to have gone to
his assistance, as the men were powerful enough to do· me
up in shott order, so I did the next best thing-I recovered
the cash-box and went in search of the watchman, whom I
supposed to be about the yard somewhere. He was not,
however, and about the time I had ascertained the fact I
heard the shot in the alley and the watchman's voice. Bel~eving that he had also been attacked by the same men I
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hid the cash-box, and grabbing a piece of wood, went to his
aid."
Bob then told how he and Officer Quigley arrived simultaneously on the scene, and what took place before they left
the spot for the station house.
"The fact that Mr. Craig failed to get away with his
plunder doesn't make him out to be less guilty, ancl on that
ground I ask for his ancst until I can communicate with
Mr. Waters," concluded Bob.
Craig was asked what he had to say to the boy's story.
He denounced it as a lie, and repeated his former statement that he had seen tpe crooks coming -from the building ,.,
with the cash-box, and tha.t in the interest of his late employer he had tried to get it away from them with the 1mpleasant result that followed.
"I'll havo to hold you, Mr. Craig," said the sergeant. "I'll
send a detective around to the place. If the crooks entered
the office and ~tole the cash-box, as you say they did, there
will be some evidence on the premises to substantiate yom
story. If the money was in the safe they couldn't get it
without blowing the door open."
With tha.t the sergeant ordered an officer to lock the excashier up.
·
He made a vigorous kick against the indignity, but it
didn't go.
He also realized that his own story would hardly hold
water in face of the investigations of an expert detective.
Bob hunied from the station back to the canning establishment, and after covering the hole in the fence with a
couple of boards, he entered the office and got into communication with :Mr. Waters, at his home, over the telephone.
He told him all that had happened.
How Brown was under arrest for killing one of the crooks
who had attacked him, and that the place was without a
night watchman, though he offered to fill the bill until relieved.
Also, that he had caused the arrest of Craig for looting
the safe and attempting to get away with his plunder.
Mr. Waters thanked and complin1ented him for the part
he had taken in the interei;;t of the house, assured him that
his services would not be forgotten, and sa.id that he would
be downtown right away.
While Bob was thus employed a patrol wagon came from
the station and carried away the body of the.dead crook.
A detective also appeared and began an investiga.tion,
though Bob told him tha,t he would find nothing to substantiate Craig's story.
.
He showed the officer the tin box into which the excashier had jumbled the cash he had talcen from the safe.
The detective easily saw that the safe had not been tampered with, and there were no signs to indicate that the
office had been brokerr into.
·
He had about closed his investigation when Mr. Waters
made his appearance.
He recognized the three bags of silver coin in the tin box
as part of the money left in the safe when the office was
closed at five o'clock.
He opened the safe and the absence of anything in the
shape of money confirmed hi s statement, and was pretty
good proof o.f Bob's story.
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There were hot-headed kickers on the different :floors
He decided, however, not to prosecute Craig, and sen.t
who were eager to take part in anything that promised the
-Bob to the station to withdraw his charge.
The late managing clerk was then permitted to go free, full ten per cent. advance they were looking for.
Although in great minority, these men were dangerous,
but was told that he would be required to appear as a witnotwithsi.anc1ing, and the ready arguments they put forth
ness before the coroner's jury on Monday morning.
A temporary night watchman was secured and Bob was swayed the judgment of those who were open to persuasive
reason.
enabled to go home.
If the working forces of all the factories except the
It was nearly ten o'clock before he sat down to his supper,
which his mother had kept warm, supposing he hac1 been Waters plant went on strike it would mean a considerable
increase of business for the latter.
detained at his place of business. ·
This fact was appreciated by the other proprietors, and
Of course he had an interesting story to tell her aboot
what had happened to him through going back for his pay they were much put out with Mr. Waters for yielding the
five per cent. advance, which they feared might keep his
envelope, which he hac1 forgotten. in the shipping room.
An account of the matter was printed in the papers next employees in line in case of trouble.
morning.
They appointed a committee of two to call on their business rival for the purpose of persuading him to cancel the
Billy Davis read it and was greatly astonished.
He rushed over to Bob's house to get fuller particulars. advance and stand in with them on the wage question, but
"So the boss isn't going to push the case again.st Craig?" he declined to accede to their wishes on the ground that he
he said.
believed the demands o_f the workingmen were in a great
"No. It's lucky for Craig that Mr. Waters was so easy measure just, and that he had raised the compensation of
with him, for there was plenty of circumstantial evidence his own force to the extent he believed he could afford.
This was the sta.te of affairs at the time Craig severed
to back up my statement, and I think there is little doubt
that had he been brought to trial a conviction could have his connection with Mr. Waters, and the ex-cashier took adbeen secured."
vantage of it to apply for a position in a rival house, and to
The coroner's jury on Monday morning found Bro-wn had suggest that his knowledge of Mr. Waters' methods and
acted in self-defense in killing the crook, whose death was trade might be useful to the opposition. ·
The man to whom he applied thought so, too, and he had
regarded as a benefit to the public, and the coroner disother thoughts in connection with the usefulness of An,charged the watchman from custody.
On Monday afternoon Mr. Waters called Bob into his drew Craig, and so, after consulting with the other canning
private office and presented him with the sum of $200 as men, Craig was employed to act in a special capacity by the
evidence of his appreciation of the boy's services on Satur- opposition.
day night.
Bob told the merchant that he bad not expected to be reCHAPTER VII.
I
warded for doing merely what he regarded as his plain duty,
B'OB ON TIIE SCENT OF TROUBLE.
and thanked him for the present.
"Say, Bob," said Billy Davis, one morning soon after
He opened an account in a savings bank with the money,
and regarded himself as a small capitalist, for he had never the events just narrated as he was hanging his hat and coat
up prepa.ratory to begililling work, "·I hear that the men
owned as much as $20 before in his life.
at J e11kins & Talbot are going on strike Monday for an adbeMillgate
in
There were other canning establishments
vance in pay."
sides Mr. Waters'.
"I wouldn't be surprised if they did," replied Bob, who
The employees in a.11 of them hac1 been trying for some
was aware of the rather strained relation that existed betime back to get a raise in their wages.
Mr. Waters was the only employer wlio had taken the re- between the proprietors and the employees of the other canquest into consideration, but the best he WO'llld do was to ning houses.
"If Jenkins & Talbot's men go out it is almost certain
meet his men half way.
They wanted ten per cent. advance, and he offered them to start a general strike in the other houses. Then we'll
be the only establishment in our line doing business in Millfive.
The men accepted the compromise with some dissatisfac- gate."
"In whiah case, Billy, you and I are liable to be overtion, as it was better than nothing.
The other proprietors refused to make any advance what- worked," laughed Bob.
"You mean the boss will get a lot of trade away from the'
ever, and there was talk of a strike at their establishments.
There had been threats of strikes before, but they had other chaps?"
"That's about the size of it."
amounted to nothing, so the owners of the canning houses
"If we have to work overtime we'll get extra pay. So
were not particularly worried on the present occasion.
The increased cost of living, however, made the employees wi.11 all hands."
more and more dissatisfied with the state of affajrs, and - " Our people are not thoroughly sali ·ficd with the five
committees were formed in each of the establishments, Mr. per cent. advance, but I don'L think 1rc'll have any trouble."
"I don,t agree with you thCTe, Bob," saicl Billy. "R~dy
'\\"aters' excepted, to bring their grievances to a head.
The Waters people had been invited to join, but as they McCue, the foreman of the floor where I worked for the
were now receiving a five per cent. advance they hesita.ted shqrt time Shattuck had my place down here, was violently
opposed to the hands accepting the compromise offered' by
to participate in the movement.
the boss. And he isn't the only one holding the same opinThis hesitation, however, was not a unit.
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ion. Jim Orchard, on the top floor, ~rith several pals, and, "We'll find ont to-nif;ht jnst what his game is," conJ ude Starbeam and his cronies on the second floor, are hand ' tinned i\IcCue. "I think it has somethin' to do with this
in glove with McCue. Those men are trouble breeders and place, for he's sore on Waters. So are we, that's why we
want to line up with him if there's anythin' in it, as he says
will bear watching."
"They can't do anything, Billy, for the majority rules." there is. Well, let's be goin'. Don't forget. Beckley's
"You can't tell what they may be able to do. Reddy is saloon by eight, if possible, but not later than nine. The
a mighty smooth talker, and can argue like a sea lawyer, earlier you get there the more you get to drink."
With those words Reddy ll!cCue led the way out of the
while Orchard and Starbeam are good seconds. I saw the
his cronies- following at his heels.
shed,
talking
three the other night standing in front of a saloon
"So those chaps a.re to meet Andrew Craig to-night at the
with a crowd of men who work for J enkins & Talbot. I
didn't heax what they said, but I can easily guess. Our old house down the road for a consultation over some p:ojpeople wouldn't send a committee to join the ten per cent. ect that means no good, I'll bet, for :Mr. Waters," sai.d
advance movement, so, I guess, McCue, Orchard and Star- Bob to himself, as he watched. the three men walk across
beam have organized themselves into an independent com- the yard toward the gate. "It may be a good thing that I
overhea.rd this arrangement, for I guess it is my duty to
"
mittee to push things along."
"They'd better look out, I'm thinking, or they may all try and find out what the project is. The only way to get
get fired from here. Mr. Waters isn't a man who will stand around that is form~ to go to the old house ahead of these
men and Craig, hi.de there and endeavor to learn all I can
any nonsense," said Bob.
"They may get their work in before he can head them about the scheme in view. Y cs, that's what I'll do. I
know Craig has no good will toward Mr. Waters, notwithoff."
"I doubt it. But it's time you got to work, Billy. We'll standing that the old man refrained from prosecuting him
for the safe business. , Craig being now with an opposition
talk about this thing another time."
A few minutes before the six o'clock whistle blew that house, will naturally work against us, and, lmder the cirnight Bob went to the shed where the cases were stored to cumstances, will take great pleasure in hurting us all he
pick out a box for an order that Billy was to fill first thing can. It is up to us to stand him off if we can, and I mean
to do my sha.re of the good work, for Mr. Waters has treated
in the morning.
me first-class."
men
the
While he was in there the whistle blew and
Bob, having found a case to suit him, carried it over to
knocked off work.
He had pulled a box to one side and was measuring it the shipping room, where Billy, with his hat and coat on,
was waiting to go home with him.
with a ruler when three men entered the shed.
"You were a long time getting that box," remarked Billy.
Bob recognized them as Reddy McCue, Jim Orchard and
"Yes, but it ha.ppened that I had something else to atJude Starbeam.
to at the same time. Come on, if you're ready to go,"
tend
the
inside
just
stopped
they
as
him
notice
They didn't
said Bob.
door.
"I've been ready since the whistle blew," replied Billy,
After what Billy had said about these three Bob regarded
their presence therC' as suspicious, and he listened to what jumping up and following Bob outside.
"Shall I see you at the gym to-night?" asked Billy,
they said.
"It's understood that we're to meet Andrew Craig to, as they were about to separate at the usual corner.
"No. I've got some business to attend to that will prenight at the old house down the road," said McCue.
vent me from being there," answered Bob.
" At what hour?" asked Starbeam.
"All right. Be good to yourself till I see JOU in the
"Ten o'clock, sharp. He told me that there was a wad
morning," said Billy, an@. the boys took different routes to
of dough in it for each of us."
their homes.
"What's in the wind?" asked Orchard.
" I'm goulg out to-night on special business connected
"That will all be explained to-night. He wouldn't say
a word to me alone. He wants to be sure that we three will with the house, mother," said 'Bob, after he had finished
his supper. "I can't tell when I'll be home. It may be late.
pull together."
"Oh, we'll pull together, all right, if there's money in it," At any rate, don't worry about me."
"Very well, my son. Take care of yourself."
said Orchard.
Bob knew that the expedition he was bound on had an
"That's what I told him. We'll meet a.t Beckley's saelement of peril a.ttached to it, for Reddy McCue and his
loon and go to the h01Use together. Understand?"
two cronies were tough citizens, and Andrew Craig enter"Yes," replied the other two with one voice.
" Get to the saloon at not later than nine, but the earlier tained no kindly feelings toward him.
If they caught him spying on them the chances were they
the better. He gave me the price of a dozen r ounds of
would handle him pretty roughly, especially if their busidrinks, which shows that he means business."
"I would like to know what Craig wants with us," said ness was of a n ature that would not bear the light of public
scrutiny.
Starbeam. "He's a gent, and not one of us."
In fact, there were a whole lot of things they might do
"That's right," interjected Orchard. "He's workin' for
Jenkins & Talbot now. The hands of that firm are going to him that he wouldn't like, therefore, he figured that it
would be well for him to provide himself with a weapon of
on strike Monday, sure. He may be up to some trick. '
"He'd better not try any funny business with us," said some kind for self-defense.
The only thing available was a short, stout, polished loMc Cue; "not if he knows when he's well off. "
cust club, like an abbreviated policeman's billy, which hung
" I should say not," nodded Orchard.
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on the wall near the head o.f his bed by means· of a leather was any one in the house then, he removed his shoes and investigated the three rooms on that floor.
thong passing through a hole in the handle.
The rooms were alike bare, and the floors covered with a
old
the
for
out
set
he
when
him
with
club
Bob took this
fine dust in which his stockinged feet left tracks, though he
house down the road.
He also carried a piece of candle and a box of matches. didn't notice that fact in the dark.
Having seen all he wanted to, and looked into the spacious
The house in question stood about a mile outside of town,
on a lonesome stretch of the turnpike, and well back from closets, he descended the front stairs and examined each o.f
the rooms on the ground floor, of which there were four, two
the road.
on either side of the wide hall.
mile
a
half
roadhouse,
a·
was
it
to
The nearest habitation
They were also bare and carpeted with dust.
away.
He completed •his survey with a visit to the kitchen and
It had long been without a tenant, and was falling into
a glance down the dark stairs that led to the cellar.
ruin, for it was involved in a complicated lawsuit.
Nothing remained for him to do but await the arrival of
A na1Tow creek, connecting with a distant river, ran
and the men he had arranged to meet there.
Craig
the
under
within a hundred feet of the building, crossing
An examination of 'the front door showed him that it was
road, which was bridged at that point.
No one ever visited the house, but an occasional tramp, bolted, so it was quite impossible for them to enter that way,
perhaps, therefore it was a good place in which to hold a even if they had a key.
Bob decided to return to the upper floor a.nd keep a. watch
secret meeting.
Bob proceeded toward it by a short cut across the fields, from the windows that overlooked the road.
Striking a match and consulting his silver watch, he saw
and the walk was not particularly exciting, for the night
was overcast and dark, and the wind blew in chilly puffs that it was half-past nine o'clock.
"Craig and the men ought to show up soon," he thought.
across the open country, and the prospect generally was
Presently he saw a horseman approaching from the direcrather depressing than otherwise.
Anticipation about what he expected to discover pre- tion of Millgate.
"I wouldn't be surprised if that was Craig now," mutvented Bob from noticing the unfavorable conditions attered the young shipping clerk, keeping his eye on the horsetending his walk.
When he reached the road opposite the house he cast a man.
Bob was satisfied he had made no mistake in liis surmise
wary glance up and down the turnpike, but it was deserted
when the man drew rein in the road fronting the house,
as far as he could see.
Then he looked over at the grim old house, standing dark dismounted, and led his animal in tl:ll'ough the open and
and silent in the midst of rank vegetation, which had broken-down gate.
As man and horse passed around the building toward
blotted out thti path to the front door and usurped the larger
the rear Bob recognized Craig without any great difficulty.
part of the yard.
He rushed to one of the rear windows just in time to see
It was surrounded by a fence that had tumbled down in
Craig tying his animal to the fence.
a dozen places.
The ex-cashier then returned to the front of the house
Thinking it the part of a wise general to make his apstood near the veranda, evidently on the lookout for
and
bank
the
of
way
by
proach from the rear, he made a detour
of the creek, at one point of which he saw a small boat, half Reddy McCue and his companions.
It wasn't long before Bob made out three indistinct :figfull of water, tied to a stake, and walked up to the kitchen
ures walking along the road toward the house.
annex of the building.
"There are the chaps, for a dollar," he said.
Trying the door, he found it locked.
And he was right.
He then transfeITed his attentirsi to a side door, but that
The three men turned in at the gate and joined Craig.
was locked, too.
After a brief converse the party started for the back of
it
imagine
should
I
as
locked,
also
is
door
front
the
"If
is, how are Craig and the others to get in unless they have a the building.
Looking down from one of the rear windows, Bob saw
key?" Bob said to himself. "Maybe they don't intend to
enter the house, but hold their C()IIlsultation on the front that Craig had a key to the kitchen door.
A moment later the party entered the house.
stoop, which is well enough adapted for purposes of secrecy
this."
as
night
on such a dark
The front door was locked, and all the windows appeared
CHAPTER VIII.
to be nailed or otherwise secured.
ROB DISCOVERS .A PLOT TO WRECK THE C.ANNING ESTABBob returned to the rear again and studied the house.
LISHMENT.
There was a tall water-butt at the back of the annex.
Bob hurried to the head of the stairs and listened.
By mounting this one could reach the roof of the kitchen.
He heard footfalls in the back, which, however, soon died
one
Bob proceeded to do this, as his object was to reach
into complete silence.
away
enter
could
he
if
see
and
floor,
upper
the
of
of the windows
"Where the dickens are they now?" Bob asked himself,
the building that way.
On reaching the roof of the annex he tried one of two aHer straining his ears for some moments. "I'll bet they've
windows, now within his reach, and, much to his satisfac- gone into tlrn cellar. They can how a light down there and
no one will see it. This meeting must be mighty important.
tion, found that he could raise the sash.
Too bad I "didn't think o.f hiding down there on a chance
He did so, and scrambled into a vacant room.
of them holding their confab there, as they are going to do.
there
believe
not
did
he
though
As a matter of caution,
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Now I 'm afraid I sha'n't be able to get within earshot of
them. No good of my staying up hero. I must see if I
can't get aro1md' the difficulty."
With his shoes in his hand, Bob slipped quietly downstairs and n:ade his way cautiously to the back of the house.
There was no one in sight, so there was no doubt but that
the men were in the cellar.
T·he door leading to the stairs was shut.
Bob opened it carefully and listened.
He heard voices proceeding from the fore part of the
place.
From where he stood he could see no light.
He was too. :far away from the men to hear what they
were saying.
The only way to o·vercome that difficulty was to get into
the cellar himself.
This looked like a ticklish job for him to undertake.
Still, he might as well be a thousand miles away as where
he stood, for all the good it did him.
"I've got to enter the cellar," he breathed. "That's all
there is to it."
To carry his shoes in his hand wouJ.d embarrass him, so
he stowed them away in the corner of a closet .
Then, grasping his locust club tightly, he began the de•
scent of the steps. ,.
Half way down he was able to look into the cellar.
In the front part of the pla.ce, seated in a circle on boxes
aroo.nd a keg on which stood a candle in a bed of melted
tallow, were the four men.
Craig was addressing McCue and his cronies, and they
were paying close attention to him.
Slowly, step by step, Bob made his wa.y to the bottom in
the dense gloom which hid that part of the cellar.
Getting down on his hands and knees, he crawled to the
nearest wall, and then advanced toward them.
H e saw a pile of debris allead, behind which he proposed
to hide if he could reach it without discovery.
He had almost gained his goal when his foot hit a bottle.
"What's that?" cried McCue, who was blessed with uncommonly sharp ears.
"What's the matter?" asked Craig.
Bob stopped with his heart in his mouth and hugged the
ground as close as he could.
"I heard a noise just now." ,
None of the others had heard it, but Orchard suggested
that it might have been a rat.
"I guess that's what it was," said McCue, much to Bob's
relief.
Craig continued his line of a.r\ument, and Bob pushed
forward till he put the pile of dirt and odds and ends between him and the men.
"Now you see," Craig was saying, "a general strike
among all the canning houses is counted on, for the proprietors simply do not intend to yield to the men's demands "
" .They'll wish. they did before the strike is over," said
McCue, darkly.
"That bas nothing to do with me," replied Craig. "The
moment the strike goes into effect Waters is going to hook
in on the trade of the other fello ws, for there doesn't seem
to be any immediate prospect or a strike in his establish-

ment, owing to the fact that he has given his hands a five
per cent. raise."
"Don't you be t-Oo sme there won't be a strike there,"
said McCue, significantly.
"I have canvassed· the situation and I don't see any indication of it."
"You don~t know what'& goin' on under the surface.
_
There's plenty of kickin' bein' done."
"Not by the reliable hands, McCue. Most of the dissatisfaction is shown by yourself, Orchard, Starbeam and a
Iew others; but there isn't enough to coilllt."
"How do you know?" snarled McCue. "You ain't
workin' at our place any more."
"No matter how I kno·w. That's my business. I know a
veat deal more about the inside workings of Waters' place
than you think I do. I know, for instance, that you three
chaps are not over-loyal to your associates. That you are
trying to engineer a walk-out in your factory, not simply
to win the additional five per cent. advance, but because
you hope to make a deal with Waters and: then kill the
project."
McCue sprang to his feet with an imprecation and thrust
his hand toward his hip pocket, while Orchard and Starbeam looked as black as the ten of clubs.
We will not attempt to. repeat what hEt said, b~t it was
more forcible than polite.
His manner was extremely mena:cing, and Bob thought
there was going to be serious trouble, but Craig never turned
·
a hair.
He coolly smoked a Turkish cigarette, and eyed McCue
with the utmost indifference, not to say disdain.
Much as Bob despised Craig, he could not help admiring
his nerve.
Although McCue was a ruffian at heart, and was strong
enough to have crushed the ex-cashier with one hand, he
was, nevertheless, intimidated by the man's attitude.
Craig was one of those men who, under given circumstances, could overawe a mob of desperate and armed me11
by his eyes and the mere power of his will.
In this case he did not open his mouth again until after
McCue, with many unpleasant expressions, resumed his
seat.
Then he to.ssed the butt of his cigarette away and calmly
lit another.
After all, there was nothing to commend in Craig's courage.
H e was simply a oold-blooded rascal, whose education and
associations gave him a power over ordinary scamps, and
who, if put to the test, could give even such scoundrels as
Jl.IcCue cards and spades in pure villa.iny.
"Well," said Craig; coolly, "ain't I right?'r
"No, you ain't right," snarled McCue, in an ugly tone.
" All right. We won't argue the matter. You know my
_opinion."
"Hang your opinion. What me and my friends want to
know is what do you want with us? What's your game, any'
way?"
"l\Iy game, as you call it, is this: I don't believe that
you and your crowd can bring about a strike in Waters'."
"I say we can!" roared McCue.
"Nonsense! You only think you can. Even if you suc<?l'fidPd it wouldn't do you ally good, for I know Waters
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Still, $1,000 was a great temptation to them.
better than you do. Now, as the.ase stands, next week
They talked the matter over between themselves and
every canning house in Millgate will have to shut down
but Waters'. His place will continue to do business-more finally decided to sign the paper.
Craig produced a stylographic pen, spread the paper out
business than, ever-unless---" ,
on top of the box he had been sitting on, and handed the
"Unless wha.t?" gro·wled McCue.
pen to McOue.
"Something happens to prevent him."
Reddy signed his name where the ex-cashier pointed.
"A strike will happen."
·
The others followed suit.
"I can't take the chances on tha L Something else must
Lastly Craig signed tihe document himself.
.
iha.ppen. Do you understand?''
"There, now, I've put my name to it. That puts us all
"What else must happen?" asked UcCue, curiously.
the same boat."
in
"That's what l invited you here to consider."
McCue and his comrades were satisfied.
"What do you mean?" asked McCue, while his cronies
"Now," said McCue, "what's your scheme?"
looked surprised and intere:ted. "What have we got to do
"The scheme is this : The moment the strike is on in
with som~thin' happenin' to Mr. Waters?"
"That's for you to say,'' replied Craig, with a shrug of the canning trade, Waters' establishment must be put out
the shoulders as he lit another cigatette. "You have your of business."
"How?"
price, haven't you?"
"By you three men."
"My price?"
"What are we to do?"
"Yes, your price. You three are willing to take some
"When the time comes I will provide each of you with
chances if you'l'e paid well enough, aren't you?"
a powerful dynamite cartridge. After the whistle blows
"What chances have we got to take?"
"The chances of detection, and detection means the State to shut down for the day you will each lag behind on his
floor-you, Orchard, on the top; you, McCue, on the third,
prison."
'11he men looked at one another, and McCue drew a long and you, Starbeam, on the second. As soon as all hands
are gone you will start the clock attachment connected with
breath.
"What do you want us to do, and wliat am we to be paid the bomb and place it in a spot where it will clo the most
damage when it explodes. They will be timed for thirty
for doin' it?" he said.
Then you will leave for home as usual. That's
minutes.
spoke.
he
before
moment
a
faces
Craig studied th~r
He was about to throw the dice, and he was calculating all."
"Do we get a thousand apiece for doin' that?"
the chances.
"You do."
"Look here, McCue, I've got to have some guarantee
"When do we get it?"
that, if you fellows don't want to go into the job, you won't
"Five hundred .clown when I hand you the cartridge, and
squeal on me. There are three of you and I am only one."
five hundred next morning after the job is done."
"What guarantee do you want?"
"It's a bargain as far as I'm concerned. What do you
"This," said Craig, taking a papor from his pocket. "I
want each to sign it with me. 'rhat will put us all in the say, pards ?"
"We're in on it," they answered.
same Loa.t. Then it wouldn't be safe for you to open your
"I thought I could depend on you," said Craig, in a tone
mouths."
"Supposin' we won't sign that paper?" replied McCue. of satisfaction.
Bob was so excited by what he had heard that he made
"'l'hen we quit right here, and you'll each lose the chance
an involunta.ry movement with one of his arms.
to make $1,0QO."
His hand struck a small, empty box on top of the pile
"One thousand dollars! Do we get one thou and apiece
of refuse.
if-if we jine in with you?"
Dislodged from its position, it rolled down and landed
"Tha.t's the :fi,gure, but you've got to sign the pa.p er bewith a light crash on the floor.
fore this thing goes any further."
No rat could make that noise, and the J'om rascaJs
"B11t if we clo sign it, and then don't want to go into
the game, maybe you kin put us in a hole with that paper," sprang to their feet in -consternation, while poor Bob
thought he saw his finish .
saicl :\IcCue, suspiciously.
"Ro. The object of the paper is merely to protect me
against you chaps blowing the gaff, as the saying is."
CHAPTER IX.
"Read it to us."
BOB EXPOSES THE PLOT AND IS REWARDED.
Craig did so.
For a moment there was a death-like silence m the
The paper implicated the undersigned in a certain unnamed conspirac , a space being left blank for the scheme cellar.
Then Craig said, in a low, repressed voice: "It looks as
which Craig intended to fill in as soon as he had secured
if we had a listener; that some one besides ourselves is
the signatures to it.
"\Yell,'' said McCue, turning to Orchard and Starbeam, down here."
"Then he'J better say his prayers," said McCue, draw"do we sign or don't we? If we do we'll get in line to
pocket a thousand, if we don't, we kin go home, I s'pose." ing his revolver, "for he's not likely to leave the place
Neither Orchard nor Starbeam relished the idea of sign- alive."
"If there's any one here he's hidin' behind that pile of
ing the paper.
·
dirt," said Orchard.
It looked dangerous to them.
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"That's my opinion," replied Craig. "We must rout for the meeting; how he had entered the cellar after the
arrival of Craig and the McCue crowd; what he had overhim out."
while down th~re, and the sensational finish that he
heard
a
took
fix,
desperate
a
in
was
he
that
conscious
Bob,
had inadvertently brought about.
sudden and desperate means to try and save himself.
"I made my escape on Craig's home, and came direct here
One of his hands rested on the la;rger half of a brick.
As the men started to close in on· his hiding place he to tell you the particulars," concluded Bqb.
"You're an uncommon boy, Bob," said the merchant, in
grabbed the brick and threw it at Craig.
tone that showed he meant it. "You have nipped
heaa:ty
a
dodged,
and
him
toward
hurtling
it
The ex-cashier saw
a dangerous conspiracy in the bud, and no doubt saved n1y
but not soon enough to wholly escape.
'The missile struck him on the side of the head, stunning factory. Such zeal as you have voluntarily shown in my
him partiy, and then, glancing off, flew straight at the interest shall not pass unrecognized, I can promise you. I
shall send for a detective at once and see wha.t can be done
candle.
In a moment the cellar was ill complete darkness and about punishing these four rascals. The trouble will be
that their absolute denial will offset your unsupported testhe rascals were placed at an unexpected disadvantage.
Bob, quick to perceive his opportunity, sprang to his feet timony. I judge that it will do no good to cause their arrest unless the detective I will put on the case finds enough
and .dashed lightly for the stairs.
He reached them and flew up into the entry before the circumstantial evidence to in a measure conoborate your
candle was relighted and the rascals were ready to proceed statement."
Mr. Waters went to his telephone and called up the stato business once more.
house.
tiora
there.
one
no
was
there
dirt
the
When they looked behind
He asked that a sharp sleuth be sent to his house at once
"He's gone, whoever he was," cried McCue, with an imto attend to a difficult case.
precation. "We must follow him at once."
In half an hour one of the best detectives in Millgate
"You and Orchard start at once, while Starbeam and
responded.
myself make a thorough search of the cellar," said Craig,
Bob told his story all over again, the officer asked him
wiping the blood from his face with his handkerchief.
pertinent questions, and then he was allowed to go
many
the
into
darting
was
hand,
in
sh~es
Bob,
By that time
home, the detective taking possession of the saddle horse.
kitchen.
It was after two when the young shipping clerk turned
The outside door was locked, but the key was in the lock.
and three o'clock struck before he got to sleep.
in,
The boy let himself out in a twinkling, then he took the
he reached the factory next morning he went to
When
key out and locked the door from the ,outside.
·
as if nothing had happened.
just
work
as
gleefully,
sa.id,
he
awhile,"
for
caged
"I've got them
Reddy McOue, Orchard and Starbeam also app2ared and
he pulled on his shoes. "Now for Millgate and Mr. Waters.
I'll take Craig's horse and make an easier and quicker job went to work as usual, Craig having convinced them that
such would be the wisest course.
of it."
The four conspirators were at first unaware of the idenUntying the animal, he jumped on his back and started
'
tity of the person who had o·verheard their conversation in
for the gate.
the cellar of the old house and, in making his escape, •had
He heard a crash of glass behind.
"They've discovered they are locked in and are making locked them in the building, but on the following evening
a break for liberty," chuckled Bob. "They'll have a pretty McCue learned from a friend that he had seen Bob Ban-on
at about half-past eleven o'clock the night before riding
job trying to catch me."
a"t breakneck speed out of the road into the town.
and
horse
his
to
Pushing through the gate, he put spurs
Tlhat fact convinced McCue that Bob was the spy, and he
Millgate.
toward
road
the
down
galloped off
Three-quarters of an hour later he was ringing the bell hastened to tell his companions, as well as Craig.
The four held a consultation, and it was decided to get
at Mr. Waters' home.
It was close on to midnight, and the family had retired. square with the young shipping clerk at the first chance.
Had McCue and his companions been left to their own
Bob's summons, however, awakened the merchant, who
it is probable that they would have'skipped the town
devices
wanted.
opened his window and asked what was
anticipated arrest.
avoid
to
right
you
see
to
want
I
Waters.
Mr.
"I'm Bob Barron,
Craig, however, calmed their fears by assuring them that
away on a matter o.f the greatest importance."
The rihg of the boy's voice, not to mention his visit at Bob's unsupported testimony amounted to nothing.
That if they were arrested they could put up an indigthat unseemly hour, told Mr. Waters that something deand absolute denial, which, in the absence of any proof
nant
cidealy unusual was in the wind.
them, was bound to see them through.
against
said.
he
Bob,"
"I'll be down in a few minutes,
as I'm concerned," he said, "I can prove an
far
"As
hims~lf,
dressing
partially
and
window,
the
shut
he
Then
alibi, and as an additional measure of protection I advise
hurried downstairs and admitted the boy.
you to arrange with some of your friends tQ swear that
"Come into my library, 1' he said, leading the way.
you were in town all last evening."
Turning up 'the gas, and pointing to a chair, he said:
"We will," replied McCue, taking the hint. "But I'd
·
say."
"I am ready to hear what you have to
somethin' to know how that boy discovered that we
give
meetbrief
the
with
beginning
story,
his
told
Then Bob
ing of the three men-McCue, Orchard and Starbeam~in were goin' to meet at the old house. I can't understand it."
"Neither can I ," answered Craig. "However, we'll settle
the box shed, and then explaining how he had visited the
old hcuse down the road in advance of the hour arranged his hash before long. He's altogether too smart to be al-
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lowed to run at large. It w(k! through him I had to leave

NVaters', and he nearly got me into a bad scrape last Saturday afternoon. Now he's spoiled this scheme I had engineered to put the Waters factory out of business. Altogether I've got quite an account to settle with him."
"And we'll help you settle it," said McCue, in a tone that
. meant no good to Bob Barron.
During the rest of the week tho detccti ve held several
conferences with :Thir. Waters, but sufficient corroborative
evidence was not forthcoming to waITa.nt the a.r rest of the
conspirators, and so nothing was ·done.
The canned goods manufacturer, howeYer, decided to
disohar~Jl.'.IcCue, Orchard and- Starbeam from his employ,
on the general ground that they were trying to incite a
feeling of discontent on the wage question among the other
employees.
So on Saturday afternoon when they received their pay
envelopes they also received a pink slip notifying them
that their services were no longer required at the factory.
Un der ordinary circumstances they would have put up
a big howl at their ~ummary discharge, but on this occasion
they did not consider it prudent to do so.
J ust before the hands were paid off that day Mr. Waters
called Bob into his office and presented him with his check
for $500, in consideration of the special service he had rendered in detecting and exposing the scheme to destroy the
factory.
Bob was delighte'd at this evidence of his employer's appreciation, and he was still more pleased when Mr. Waters
t old him that his wages would be raised from the $12 he
:was receiving to $15.
H e was now worth $700 in his own right, and felt more
of a small capitalist than ever.
On Sunday afternoon the people connected with the
other canning houses in Millgate met at a small hall and
decided to vote to send their employers a.n ultimatum on
the wage question-the ten per cent, advance must be
granted or they would quit work in a body.
Next morning a committee wajted on the head of each
establishment and notified him o·f the resofotion adopted
by the men.
In r:very instance they were turned down.
T he result was that on Tuesday morning the Waters
canning house was the only factory of the six in town that
was in operation.
CHAPTER X .
BOB AND BILLY AID BEAUTY IN DISTRESS.

Bob and Billy heard on their way to work that the anticipated strike had just gone into effect.
The majorii : of the other employees also knew about the
matter when th~y reached the factory that rn,prning, and
little eh:e "lrns talkcu about on the three upper floors for the
whole day.
There was much speculation indulged in as to the outcome of the trike, but the general impression prevailed
that the men would lose.
At noon Billy went to the corner to get bis lunch.
He did this because he wanted to find out how things
were going on at the rival canning houses-the whole gToup
being within a rac1ius of three blocks.

\Ylten he returnel1 he brought Bob a budget of newB.
"There's almost a riot over at ·Jenkins & Talbot," he
said, in some excitement.
"Is that so?» replie<l. Bob, with an interested look.
"Yes. About twenty new hands an·ived from Clev-eland
by the ten o'clock trajn. They were escorted to J. & T.'s
factory by several police. When they reached the picket
line they were greeted with hoots and jeers, ancl before they
got tQ the gate the strikers attacked them with stones an<l.
their fists. The police reserves were hurried to the spot
an.cl I hear several arrests were made-among others Reddy
McCue, who, with Orchard and Starbeam, is taking an ~c
tive interest in the strike.'
"The whole three ought to be ya:µked in and sent up,"
replied Bob. "They're a pretty hard lot."
"You bet they are," agreed Billy.
Ile would have thought them twice as hard if he had
known what Bob discovered tha.t night in the cellar of the
ol<l. house do\Vn. the road.
Bob h11d been cautioned by both Mr. Waters and the detective to say nothing about his adventure, and so he didn't
even tell 1is mother or sister.
"The proprietors of all the factories are working together
as a unit, and are filling the strikers' places with new help
as fast as they can get the hands. It is my opinion that
all who quit work will find themselves in the soup by the
en<l. of the week," went on Billy.
"Well, I sympa.thize with the men, in a general way,"
said Bob. "Our people have been given a five per cent.
raise. The other bosses ought to have done as well by their
employees. They can afford it if Mr. Waters can. The
cost of living is going up all the time, little by little, and
wages ought to keep pace with it, otherwise the workingman is bound to suffer."
"A fellow can't afford to get married these days, can
he?" grinned Billy.
"Were you thinking about making some poor girl miserable?" laughed Bob.
"Me I Why, I'm only sixteen. What would I do with
a wife? My folks need all my wages to help keep the pot
boiling. I guess you're in the same boat, aren't you?"
"I 'haven't any ground for kicking," responded Bob,
thinking of his $700.
"Your sister has a growing business that is bound to
make her independent, so I guess you're much better off
than most young fellows in your position."
"Yes, my sister has accumulated qµitc a trade already.
Her prices are reasonable, ::ihe turns out fine hats for the
money, and she is well liked by her customers. She's doing
fine now, and is bound to do twice as well in the future, if
nothing unforeseen turns up to give her a set-back."
At that moment a crowd of the strikers appeared suddenly in front of thew a±ers factory, and began to hoot ana
howl at ihc workers on ihe upper floors, many of whom were
looking out of the windows, for the one o'clock whistle
hadn't sounded yet.
Mud and small stones were thrown up at the unpopular
people who had refused to join in the strike, and one or
two panes of glass were broken.
Fearing trouble, :Mr. Morton, the new managing clerk,
telephoned the facts to the police station.
Bob and Billy heard the uproar in front, but they
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She was about the only girl employed in the factory tha.ll
couldn't see anything from their windows, which opened
Bob paid any attention to, and he appeared not a little in•
on the alley.
"Gee!" ejaculated Billy. "Some of the strikers are pay- terested in her.
'On her part, she seemed to be equally interested in the
ing us a visit. They're dead sore on our people for refusing to join them-just as if the men and girls would be stalwart, good-looking young shipping clerk.
Sometimes Bob was able to see her part of the way home,
such chumps. I hope there won't be a riot down here."
"The police will be around preLty SOOJ'.l. and will chase but be seldom got away when she did, as there was nearly
al 1rnys something for him to do after the whistle blew.
them away," replied Bob.
On this occasion Bob and Billy left soon after J ennic
At that moment there was a rattle of gravel against one
and several of her intimates passed out at the gate, and t he
of the shipping room windows.
"Hello!" cried Billy. "Some of those chaps have come shipping clerk spied her in the midst of the bunch half way
up the alley.
into the alley."
"Let's hurry .after the girls, Billy," he said.
They both went to the window and looked out.
Billy grinned, for he knew that Bob was sweet on J essie
In the alley was a small crowd of tough boys headed by
Wiseman.
Noel Sh a ttuck.
The girls, however, gained the street ahead of them, and
As soon as Bob and Billy appeared at the window the
bunch broke up, Jessie and a single compa.nion turnt)1e
fusillade
a
began
and
young rascals set up a yell of derision
ing to the left, the others to the right.
of pebbles and dirt.
Bob and Billy reached the street just in time to see the
"Blc~sed if Shattuck isn't at the head of that gang,"
two girls held up by Noel Shattuck and several of his crowd.
said Billy. "I'd like to go out and punch his head."
'Dheir object was to tease and frighten Jessie and her
" You know better, Billy. The whole crowd would jump
friend, for the street was almost deser t.eel by lhis time.
you , and you'd be roughly handled."
J essie's companion was a timid girl, and her evident
" I guess they would," coincided his companion. "They're
too cowardly to face a fellow singly. Shat tuck seems to lrepidation enc'Ouraged their persecutors to take greater
liberties with them.
think he's some pumpkins now."
At this stage of the game Shattuck grabbed J essie by
At this point the whistle blew, and all hanus returned to
•
w~
the arms and insisted on stealing a kiss.
"Ilow dare you! " she cried, indignantly, trying to release
The boys in the a1ley continued to pelt the wind ows of the
t
shipping room, and to yell like a pack o.f wild Indians. • herself.
"Ho !" ejaculated Noel. "That's all put on. You're
Presently the man who did Mr. Waters' trucking drove
just aching to be kissed."
into the lane and scattered them.
His companions stopped to see the ftm, while J essie,
But they all came back and roosted themselves on the
top timbers of the fence which separated the lane from a with flushed countenance, succeeded· in snatching away one
•
of her aTms and striking Shattuck a smart blow in the face.
,
farge vacant lot.
"You little w11L1cat," cried Noel, angrily. "I'll kiss you
First they amused themselves by pelting the truck driver,
a dozen times for tha.t !"
but stopped when be took his whip to them.
He grabbed her around the waist and attempted to put
They took refuge on the other side of the fence in the
lot and contented themselves with taunting him as a scab. his threat into execution.
No doubt he would have succeeded in spite of the girl's
The strikers in front, aiter satisfying their resentment,
but for the opportune arrival of Bob and Billy
struggles,
further
no
was
there
and
up,
turned
retired before the police
on the scene.
disturbance that afternoon.
Bob was hot under the collar when he saw how roughly
When the whistle blew to shut down for the day scatShattuck was handling the girl of his heart, and he sprang
tered groups of strikers had gathered all along the bi~ck.
They were there io intercept Mr. Waien;' workers and try at him in a way th at showed he meant business.
Ile fairly tore Nod away from the gii;l, and then jabbed
to persuade them to join the general movemeD;t.
a sockclolager under the jav" which sent Shattuck reelhim
lane.
the
of
end
either
at
posted
also
They wore
Mr. Waters ha.cl foreseen such a probability, and had re- ing back against his friends.
He followed Noel up and gave him another thump tha.t
quested the services of several policemen to prevent his
landed him on the sidewalk.
hands from being interfered with.
T·hen he stood 01er· him with fl.ashi ng eyes .
Half a dozen officers kept the strikers on the move in
"You little beast!" he cried. "Ilow dare you attack Miss
.front, while others patrolled ihe rear street.
,
'This did not prevent the strikers from approaching many Wiseman!"
Shattuck picked himself up and glowered at Bob.
of the workers, but they gained nothing by it, for the
"Help me, .fellers, ancl we' ll knock the stuffing out of
waters people were not taking any chances.
him," he said to his comprLilions.
Bob and Billy were, as usual, among the last to leave.
'The young toughs began to line up for business.
They always walked up the alley to ihe rear street.
Bob Faw there was trouble ahead, and he determined to
A bunch of girls employed in the labeling department
·
force i.he fighting.
preceded them.
''Come on, Billy," he said, and he sailed right in at Noel
One of these was a protty, dark-eyed girl named J essic
Wiseman. ·
and his crowd.
Billy followed at his heels, and he was as tough as any
She was tho daughter of the engineer, and was very pop~
in i.he crowd himself.
ular among her companions.
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"Gee! But we did put it all over that crowd to beat the
band ! I'll bet they'll steer clear of us in the future. If
they don't, well, say ! We won't do a thing to them, bet
your life!"
"I didn't care so much about what I did to the others,
but it did me a whole lot of good to punch Noel Shattuck,"
said Bob. "He deserved all he got, and more on top of
it. The idea of him trying to kiss Jessie Wisema11 ! It
makes me hot to think about it."
"You'd rather kiss her yourself," chuckled Billy.
"Don't get gay, Billy," :flushed Bob.
"Get gay! Wiliy, isn't it a fact? I'll bet you're just
r1ying to put your arms around her and steal the sweetness
from her lips. Yum, yum, yum!" grinned the little tormentor.
"If you don't shut up I'll use you for a punching-bag,"
said Bob, somewhat annoyed.
"You will-I don't think," laughed Billy. "What'll I
be doing?" ·
"You'll be fondling a sore jaw in about two shakes of a
lamb's tail."
"Pooh! Forget it! Wait till we get to the gym and get
the gloves on. I'll make you look six wa.ys for Sunday,"
and Billy danced about the room, making passes at an imaginary opponent.
.
Billy, however, was only bluffing, for he ·had a whole lot
of respect for Bob with the gloves on.
The whistle blew and they went to work.
The strikers paid another visit to i.he factory during the
noon hour, but confined themselves to invitations to the
factory workers to come out and join them.
Probably this was because there were several policemen
on hand to keep order.
They turned up again at six o'clock to persuade or intimidate Waters' people to desert the factory.
Their own cause was not getting on very well.
All t.re other factories had started up again in part and
the outlook was not to their liking.
Many of the girls had gone back to their jobs, too, while
a few of the men had applied for their old jobs and had
been taken on.
The better element of the strikers that took no part in
the disturbances were already discouraged at the determined
front presented by the proprietors.
The rougher chaps, however, tried to make them believe
that in the end they would win.
·
Reddy McCue was discharged after Craig had paid his
fine, and now he, Orchard and Sta.rbeam were concerting
measures to make Rome howl.
~
Their attention, however, was not directed against the
five establishments tha.t were in trouble, but, egged on 1by
Craig, they were figuring on doing up the Waters establishment.
Several days passed and then, as every one had foreseen,
orders began to increase at the Waters canning house.
Customers of the rival houses, not being able to get the
goods they wanted when they needed them, rushed to the
CHAPTER XL
only factory in Millgate that seemed able to supply them.
BOB IN A TIGHT BOX.
The available quantity or corn, especially, that was in
The boys took the girls to their homes, and next morning stock, soon melted away before the increased. demand, and
when they met in the shipping room Billy referred to the orders were issued for night work to keep pace with the
scrap in high glee.
present emergency.

Both he and Bob had taken a course of sparring lessons of
the professor at the public gymnasium, and they knew how
to use their :fists with good effect.
The boys had practiced at a punching-bag till they had
developed hard hitting qualities that now stood them in
good stead against the half-dozen young ruffians opposed to
them.
The two girl~ watched the scra.p that ensued with fear
and not a little anxiety for the safety of their gallant defenders.
Their trepidation soon turned into hope and admiration
for the prowess of the two boys, Bob especially.
For a moment or two Bob and Billy seemed to be lost in
the midst of a small forest of swinging arms, that landed
blows all over them, and then the tide of battle changed
in their favor.
Wiliack'!
Bob slugged Shattuck in the eye, tumbling him into
the street.
Biff ! Bi:ff ! Biff !
Two others went down under rapid cuts from his and
Billy's fists.
·
'
Smash ! Biff ! Thud !
Straight on the point o.f another chap's jaw landed Bob's
mauler, and he fell back like an overturned ninepin. .
That settled the battle.
All tha.t could get away took to their ·heels, leaving Shat~
tuck and two of the crowd hors du combat.
Those three had all they wanted, and made no attempt
to continue the scrap.
One held his jaw in his hand, ano·t her was caressing his
eye, that would be black in an hour or so, while Noel, with
a damaged eye and a puffed upper lip, glared at Bob in
an impotent, vindictive way.
'!Aren't you brave!" cried Jessie, regarding the ruffied
Bob with intense admiration and respect. "It was awfully
good of you· and Billy Davis to help us. I am sure we can't
thank either of you enough."
"Then don't try, Jessie," responded Bob, wiping a little
blood from his cut lip. "You don't suppose we were going
to let those young ruffians impose on you, do you?"
"I should -say not!" chipped in Billy.
"Well, you were very kind to get into trouble on our
account," said the girl.
"We only did our duty. I wouldn't let any one hurt you,
Jessie, if he was as big as a mountain. You ought to know
that," saicl Bob, resolutely.
The girl blushed and smiled.
"I think a whole lot of you, Jessie, and I won't stand
to ha.ve you annoyed."
"Thank you, Bob," she replied, blushing more. vividly
than before, and :flashing a grateful look in his face.
. "Well, come along. Billy and I will see you girls all the
way home, if you will permit us to," said Bob, taking Jessie by the arm and starting off, followed by the valiant
Billy and the timid Miss Carter.
1

.
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Bob and Billy were included in thi~, because they.couldn't anything about that before. There was nothing in the
do the packing and shipping of the extra stuff in the regu- p_apers about such an attempt."
" It isn't known to anybody outside the -rascals themselves
lar hours.
me, Mr. Waters and a detective."
but
Now every night the factory was ablaze with gas jets
ow did you come to hear abo11t it?"
H
"
pleasing
a
from ground floor to roof, and the sight was not
" Never mind how I learned about it, Billy, but I did, all
one for the proprietors o.f the rival establishments to look
at, for it meant that Mr. Waters was coining money at their right. That is the real reason why :UcCue and the other
t wo were discharged. They were con~idered, too clangerou
expense.
factory. But, remember, you must keep
They had only been able to half fill the vacancies left by to have a.sound the
yourself."
to
that
the strikers so far, and consequently their output was
"Sure. I won't say anything about it."
scarcely half as much as in normal times.
"Well, Billy, qhaps who won't stop at using clyn arn ile
Still they preferred to face this condition, and lose
carry out a scheme will bear a whole lot of watching."
to
money, rather than knuckle down to their employees.
" I should say so."
They held a meeting, at which Andrew Craig was pres" After we get through eating you can go back to work.
ent, and he was offered a handsome sum if he could put a
I'm going to the station house to see if I can find the despoke in the Waters wheel.
him to
After the meeting Craig hunted up McCue, Orchard and tective who has been watching these men. I want
try
will
us
0£
three
the
and
to-night,
tap
on
what's
know
meeting between the four
Starbeam, and arranged for
them."
catch
and
that night in a rear room of the Beckley saloon.
" All right," said Billy.
It happened that a newsboy overheard the arrangement,
The waiter now brought their order and they fell to with
and also learned enough to give him an idea that there was
knives and forks~
their
factory.
Waters
the
for
store
in
trouble
After they had finished their meal Billy returned to the
He was a particular friend of Billy Davis, so he thought
factory, while Bob went to the station house.
Billy ought to know that there was trouble ahead.
He inquired for Detective Watson, but was told he was
When Billy and Bob went to the corner restaurant for
.
out
supper that night between six and seven, the newsboy was
"Too bad," said Bob, " I wanted to see him about an imwaiting at the gate to see Billy.
"Hello, Mickey," said Billy when he spied him, " what portant matter.II
"He'll be back here between this and midnight," said the
a.re you hanging around the alley for?"
man at the desk.
"I wanted to see you about somethin' important."
" I might write a note and you can give it to him when
"All right. You're looking at me. What is it? By the
way, this is my friend, Bob Barron. Bob, this is Mickey he comes in," said Bob.
The officer handed the boy a sheet of note-paper anc1 an
Feeney. Go on, Mickey."
-~· "I came 'round to tell you dat you want to look out for envelope, and told him he could write his note on the end
trouble."
of the desk.
Bob did so, and handed the sealed and addressed envelope
?"
trouble
of
kind
What
!
"Trouble
Mickey then told how he had overheard arrangements to t he man when he had :finished.
Then he went back to the facfory.
made between four men, one of whom, he said, was a wellThe whistle blew at ten o'clock'. to shut down.
dressed gent, for a meeting in a back room at Beckley's sa"Billy," said Bob, "there's some old clothes in the closet.
loon that night at eleven o'clock, to consider some way of
We'll put them on, tear a few more holes in them, and
putting the Waters canning house out of business.
"I thought you ought to know what was in the wind " plaster our faces and hands with dirt. That will answer for
' a kind of disguise. As those chaps know me well I'll bandsaid Mickey, "so I · come 'round to post you."
"Four men, and one of them a well-dressed man," said age my face up as though I'd just come out of a hospital,
Bob. "I'll bet they were Craig, McCue, Orchard and Sta.r- and then I guess they won't recognize me very easily."
Billy agreed to his companion's suggestion, and when
beam. They're going to hatch up a new plot, or I'm a poor
guesser. Billy, wfive got to take a hand in this thing, and they left the shipping room together they were both pretty
try and find out what kind of a game they decide to work," hard looking objects.
said Bob, as he and Billy took seats in the restaurant.
" You're a picture .of hard luck, Bob," grinned Billy.
ought to have your photo taken in that get-up.
"You
"How can we find out?"
the leather medal at a beauty show."
take
You'd
they're
room
the
spotting
saloon,
"By going to Beckley's
The two boys took their way to Beckley's saloon, which
in, and trying to hear what they say."
was not a great way off.
"That's a r::i.ther tough proposition, Bob."
When they reached it Billy remained outside, "·hile Bob
"You're not obliged to tackle it, Billy. I can go alone,
and looked around the barroom.
entered
only I thought 1.hat if bYo of us were on hand 1.hcre'cl be
was a erowd o.f men drinking at the bar, and at
There
double the chan ce of catching on. These fellows are liable
tables.
the
only
is
It
factory.
our
stop
to
thing
desperate
to do any
Many of them were strikers, and among them Bob noted
a week ago 1.hat they conspired to place a dynam'ite cartridge
'
on each floor for the purposc of blowing up the building. Heddy McCue, Orchard and Starbeam.
But you mustn't mention it to any one."
They were waiting for Craig to show up.
Bob saw a vacant table in a corner, and he took possession
"Is that a fact?" asked Billy, in surprise. "I didn't hear
1

a

,
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of it, dropping his head cm his arms and pretending to fall

asleep.
In ·about :fifteell. minut.es Craig entered the saloon.
McCue and his cronies separated themselves from the
crowd and joined him.
The four then retired to a back room, which they reached
through a passage.
Bob got up, and watching his chance, followed them.
He found himself in a narrOJW passage with a door that
communicated with the back yard. ·
A light shone through some cracks, and in a moment he
had his eye applied to one of them.
He found himself looking into a small room furnished
with a plain, round table and four chairs.
The chairs were occupied by Craig and his fellow conspirators.
By placing his ear to the crack Bob could •hear quite distinctly what was spoken in the room.
He 1istened intently to the details of a plot that Craig
unfolded to the three rascals, and which they agreed to take
·
a hand in.
The plan was to climb the fence in'"the rear of the canning
house, lay for the watchman, overcome and sOOUie him, and
then :fire the building from the cellar.
'I'he scheme was to be put int.o effect some time during
the early hours of morning by McCue and his pals, and
they were to receive $1,000 apiece if the scheme succeeded.
Bob was so deeply interested in the piece of rasca.lity that
didn't notice the
was being hatched in the room that
opening of the passage door leading into the barroom.
Craig had pushed an electric bell fo.r the barkeeper to
send his assistapt to the room to take their orders for
drinks.
It was this ma.Ii who entered the passage in his shirt
sleeves.
Of course he saw Bob and what he was doing.
He grabbed the boy at once, exclaiming:
"What in thunder a.re you doin' here? Spyin' on the
guests in the room?"
Bob looked up in a startled way.
The man knocked at the doe>r.
McCue opened it after drawing a be>lt.
Then the barkeeper's assistant pushed Bob into the room.
"I found this chap looking through a crack into this
room. He must have been listening to what you were say-

"It's. Bob BaITon, spying on us again,'' he cried, furiously.
"By the Lord Harry, it is!" snarled McCue, pushing the
lad into a corner and glaring at him with a murderous look.
Jim Orchard and Jude Starbearn now identified Bob, and
also jumped up with cries of anger.
Bob was clearly in a tight fix.
CHAPTER XII.
AN EXCITING TIME AT BEOKLEY'S SALOON.

"So, we've caught you this time, Bob Barron, eh?" said
Craig, deliberately. "Well, I reckon we'll fix you for
keeps. You've heard too much for our good, I've no doubt,
and in self-defense we've got to silence you. Get something
to tie him with, Starbearn."
Craig was showing the cool, heartless side of his nature-showing the kind of man he was, and Bob realized that he
was up against a hard proposition when he was up against
the ex-cashier.
The boy, however, was plucky to a degree.
He didn't intend to yield without a desperate struggle.
Like a fl.ash he sprang at McCue, before tha.t powerful
rascal even suspected what was coming, and dealt him a
staggering blow in· the fa.ce.
It landed straight from the shoulder, and McCue went
spinning back against the table, which went over and carried the rascal with it to the floor.
In a moment the little room was a scene of intense confusion.
"Don't let him escape!" roared Craig, as Bob sprang for
the doe>r.
The barkeeper's assistant, who was a burly fellow, opened
his arms to catch and detain Bob.
Biff ! The boy fetched him an uppercut under the jaw
that made his teeth rattle like a pair of castanets.
He staggered back against Orchard, who was also trying
to get at Bob.
Craig, seeing that Bob had a chance to get away, made
a rush at him,. but Bob, who was thoroughly aroused, met
him with a jab in the chest, such as he was accustomed to
deal out to the punching-bag at the gymnasium, and Craig
Wfls stopped with a grunt.
Bob took advantage of his temporary victory to reach the
door and swing it open.
ing.'~
He got no further, for Starbeam's hand gripped his
McCue, with an imprecation, seized Bob roughly by the shoulder like a vise, and Orchard reached out and grabbed
a.rm.
him, too.
"Who are you and what are you spyin' 'round here for?
This gave the others time to reco·ver themselves.
Answer me, or I'll maJke a worse lookin' object of you than
The scrimmage, however, had attracted notice in the
you are."
barroom, and one of the persons who was in there ma.de a
Craig and McCue's friends looked at the apparently dash for the passage.
wretehed-looking boy in surprise and ill-concealed anger.
This was Billy, who, according to instructions, had fol"I wasn't doin' nuffin'," mumbled Bob, huskily, holding lowed Craig inside and then, seeing his side pai·tner enter
down ·h is head.
the passage after the four men, had waited for developMcCue>
ments.
roared
villain?"
"What did you hear, you young
Billy knew that Bob was in trouble, and he meant to
shaking him violently.
Bob's hat fell off, his bandage became loosened, and help him out at any cost.
He was right in his element when there was excitement
dropped a.way from his face, and then Craig recognized
in the air, and he dearly loved to take a hand in a scrap
him at once.
when the cause was a good one.
With a howl of rage he sprang to his feet.
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Billy reached the door just as the men in the room were
piling on Bob and bearing him to the :floor.
One glance was enough .for the young packer, and then he
plunged into the melee.
Ile swung his tough fists right and left into the faces of
the ruffians that had hold of Bob.
Swat! Biff ! Whack l
First Starbeam caught it, then Orchard, and then the
barkeeper.
And each thought a pile-driver had landed on their COUJl.·
tenances.
In the confusion that ensued Bob managed to release
himself and staggered to his feet.
Then, shoulder to shoulder, he and Billy stood the men
off long enough to back away through the doorway.
The passage was now filling with excited customers
of the saloon, who couldn't tell what was on the cards, other
than a free fight.
Craig was furious at the success of Bob in eluding them
thus far, and when he recognized Billy Davis he felt the
ground giving away under himself and his associates in
guilt.
McCue now had his revolver out, but a small spark of
prudence prevented him from using it.
To kill Bob before so many witnesses, even if he could,
was taking more chances than even that ruffian cared to do.
"Make for the back door,'' breathed Bob in Billy's ear,
as he S1:Ilashed Starbeam a stunning jab in the nose.
Billy did so.
The door was not locked, and the boy flung it open.
"Come, Bob," he shouted.
They started to dash out, only to land in the arms of a
stout, shabbily-dressed man.
1
"Not so fast, young fellows," said the man, holding them
tight. "Where are you going in suoh a hurry, and what's
the row?"
At that moment the doorway was filled by Starbeam and
Orchard, with McCue and Craig behind.
The man who held the boys suddenly released his grip
on them and turnea his attention to the others, whom he
recognized in the dim light.
To Bob and Billy's surprise, he whipped out a revolver
and said in as swift tone:
"Throw up your hands, the four of you. You're under
arrest."
The man in the yard was Detective Watson.
With his left hand he pulled a whistle from his vest
pocket and blew a shrill blast.
Craig and his associates were aghast, wliJle the rest of the
crowd fell back in dismay, piling over one another in their
eagerness to regain the barroom.
Two policemen ca.me vaulting over the fence to the detective's assistance, while two others appeared at the front
cloor of the saloon and prevented any one from leaving.
Craig and McCue took a~vantage of their position behind
Starbeam and Orchard to clart back into the saloon and try
to escape that way.
They soon found that such a move was useless.
Watson paid no further attention to the boys, but Bob,
recognizing him as the detective in disguise, spoke to him.
" .Mr. Watson, I am Bob Barron, ancl this is my assist-

ant"

"I wouldn't have known you, young man," said the detective, lowering his revolver as the two policemen slipped
handcuffs on the unresisting wrists of Starbeam and Orchard, who, recognizing that the game was up, yielded without a struggle.
"We'll look after these men while you chase Craig and
McCue," said Bob.
"They can't get away," replied Watson. " I have men in
front."
"Gee ! That's fine !" cried Billy, enthusiastically. "You'll
bag the whole four."
"I expect to," replied the detective. " It was a lucky
thing you left that note for me at the station, Barron. You
put me on to a hot scent, and one I've been looking for since
I got on the case. I guess we've got these chaps dead to
rights this time."
"I've overheard enough to send them to State's prison, if
I could only prove it," said Bob.
"We'll prove it somehow, if we have to work the third
clegree on them to makfj) one of them turn State's evidence.
Stay here with one of the officers while I get the other two."
The detective and the other policeman entered the now
deserted passage and made·their way to the barroom, where
the crowd was huddled together, unable to get out at the
.
front door.
While the patrolman remained at the entrance to the
passage, Watson pushed his way through the mob, looking
for Craig ancl McCue.
Neither was in the room.
The detective spoke to one of the , officers at the door
and was asstu·ecl that no one had passed out.
The detective then looked around the saloon, and saw the
door leading off it.
He found that it communicated with a narrow hall a,n.d
a staircase running up to the floor abo·ve.
Calling two of the policemen to his aid, they rushed upstairs and searched the rooms.
An open window leading on a low roof _suggested how
Craig and his companion had made their escape.
The detective sent one of the policemen to tell the officer
in charge o.f the prisoners, in the back yard, to take them to
the station house.
The other policemen were &dered to follow the detective.
Bob and Billy thus learned that Craig and McCue had
escaped.
"Gee! That's too bad," said Billy.
"It's to be hoped that they won't get clear off," said Bob,
in a tone of disappointment.
"What are we going to do now?"
"There's nothing more for us to do but go back to the
factory, wash up, put on our clothes and go home. Come
·
on."
So back to the canning establishment they wenii and were
admitted by the watchman, whom Bob had previously notified to be on the lookout for them.
CHAPTER XIII.
WHAT HAPPENED AT THE FACTORY.

"We had quite a strenuous time o.f it to-night. you, especially," remarked Billy, while they were resuming their
ordinary garments.
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"That's what we did."
"So those chaps were planning to bmn this place down
be.fore daylight, eh?"
"Yes, that was their purpose; but it's knocked in the
head now."
"Craig and McCue will have to leave town now to avbid
a.rrest."
"They will, of course, H they can get away."
"Craig seems to be the biggest rascal of the three, though
I don't see much choice."
"He's got as muoh nerve as the three put together, if not
more. I believe he intended to put me out of the way for
good the way I heard him speak in that little room when
McCue had me cornered."
"I turned up just in time to help you out, didn't I?"
"You did, Billy, and I'm mighty thankful you were so
prompt. Well, are you ready?"
"AU ready."
"Then put out the gas."
The gas was put out and they were preparing to leave
when Billy found that he had dropped his ·pack of ciga;rettes
in the closet or somewhere else.
"I'll look up the watchman and you'll find me near the
gate, Billy," said Bob.
"All right. I'll lock the door," and Billy continued to
grope for the missing cigarettes.
Bob walked into the yard to find the watchman to let
them out.
He found him sitting on the steps of the engine house,
and they walkerl together io the gate.
While Bob was giving him a rapid sketch of what had
happened that night at the saloon, two forms crept toward
them in the gloom.
Suddenly eaoh received a heavy blow on the head that
stretched them on the ground.
Bob was dazed by the crack, while the watchman was
knocked out completely.
"Who is this chap with the watchman?" asked the voice
of McCue.
Craig flaslied a match and then uttered an exclamation
of satisfadion.
"It's Bob Barron;" he said.
"So it is," said McCue. "Then Billy Davis can't be a
great way off."
"Never mind. Drag the watchman away from the gate.
I'll attend to this lad," said Craig, grabbing Bob and raising him in his a.rms.
As soon as McCue rejoined him he said to Craig:
"What will we do to this fellow, now thait we've got him
in our power?"
"Take him into the cellar and let him go up with the
building."
"I'm willin'. It will serve him right for queerin' us, as
he has done. But for him me and the boys would be a
thousand dollars in pocket, and nary a soul be the wiser or
how we earned it. Now, Jim and Jude are in jail, and all
we've got to look for is revenge."
"There is something more than revenge, Mc Cue. You
will get your thousand if the others don't. The men who
are backing me will have to ante up when the time comes,
or I'd squeal on them, and tlJat would spell ruin for them."

"But how am I goin' to ·get my share wlrnn we'll have to
slip out of town the room~nt we've set the factory afire?"
"There'll be enough money senL on to me for me to
square with you and have a good wacl over. Then we can
part company, ea.ch going his own way."
"That suits me," replied McCue.
While they were speaking they were crossing the yard toward the engine house, wh"re there 'NUS a side door that
afforded entrance to the employees of the factory.
Bob was recovering his senses, and he heard every word
they said.
As a matter of prudence he gave no indication that he
had recovered from the e:fl'ects of the cowardly blow he had
received, for he was fast in Craig's grip and could not help
himself with any hope of success.
McCue had a key for the door, which he had no doubt
obtained for a purpose before his discharge, and he opened
up and they passed into the building with their prisoner.
"If we could only break into the office safe now," said
the rascal, "we could hook all the ready cash on hand."
"Don't talk nonsense," replied Craig, impatiently. "We
couldn't open the safe to save our lives. There's probably
not muoh money in it, anyway, as it was always my custom
to deposit all of the receipts but the petty cash in the bank
every afternoon, and the new cashier no doubt follows the
same plan."
"Well, follow me. This is the way to the cellar. The
sooner we get the work over the better."
The cellar was soon reached, and Craig laid Bob down.
Flashing a match, he looked at the boy.
Bob continued to simulate insensibility, and the excashier was deceived.
"He's good for an hour or more," he said. "And long
before that he'll be burned to a crisp.''
"We'd better tie him to one of these posts to make sure
of him," said Mt!Cue.
"It isn't necessary. If his body was found tied it would
look like a murder, and if we were caught, and the firing of
this building brought home to us, we'd be up against the
hangman, and I'm not anxious to take that risk."
Neither was McCue, and Craig's argument silenced him.
They proceeded-to gather materials, in which the cellar
abounded, to start bpnfires in different parts of the place.
The factory was a large wooden structure, the floor beams
of which rested on the stone walls of the cellar.
Two or three good fires started down there would soon
communicate with the floor above, and by the time the blaze
came to be noticed from the outside, and the alarm brought
the fire department to the spot, the interior of the building
would be a glowing mass of fire.
That's the way the two rascals :figured it out, and there
was good ground for their belief.
They worked under the light of a gas-jet turned low,
and took occasional glances at Bob, who was considering
how he could defeat their project and at the same time get
away himself.
He wondered what Billy would do when he didn't find
him at the gate.
No doubt ,he would wait a reasonable time and then go on
a hunt for him and the watchman.
Bob lmew fuat Brown had been knocked out, and if Billy
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Bob hung up the receiver and then retumed to che cellar
to take a look at the two rascals.
H e knew it would be some little time before l\1r. Waters
could reach the office.
McCue and Craig lay where they had fallen.
There was a lump over the farmer's eye as big almost as
a hen's egg.
"I must have hit him a terrible blow," thought Bob. "•I
meant business when I struck at him, for my only hope lay
in doing him up at the first crack. Well, he deserves all
he got, and I hope he'll get all that's coming to him, and
the same applies to Craig, whose proper home is in the State
prison. By the way, I wonder what Billy is doing? I forgot all about him."
Bob left the cellar and went into the ya.rd.
There was no sign of Billy anywhere.
Bob called to him, without result.
Then he looked about for the watchman.
He found him stretched out unconscious near a pile 0£
lumber.
At that moment he heard a noise in the alley.
Then a figure, followed by others, came scrambling over
the fence.
They came toward him a.ncl he saw three policemen,
headed by Billy.
"That you, Billy?" he said.
"Why, hello, Bob, whert< the dickens have you been?"
ejaculated Billy, in surprise.
"In the soup-almost."
"What do you mean?"
"Wait till we see if ;Brown can be brought to his senses,
then I'll explain all."
CHAPTER XIV.
The policemen canied the night watchman -over to a
CONCLUSION.
pump and put his head under it, while one of them poured
some brandy down his throat.
"I hope I haven't killed him," mut.lcrcd Bob, with a
· This treatment presently resulted in the man's return
thrill. "I had io shoot, for in another moment he'd have
·
to consciousness.
been on me."
knocked him out, but Bob
had
what
tell
not
could
Brown
He turned the ex-cashier o,ver.
information.
that
furnish
to
able
was
His face was bathed in blood, flowing from an ugly wound
He further stated all the facts connected with the attempt
across the scalp.
burn the building that the reader is already acquainted.
to
Bob examined the course of the bullet and was satisfied
with._
that the wound was hardly a dangerous one, though Craig
Then he led all hands to the cellar and showed them the
might not recover consciousness for hours.
and senseless rascals, and the three piles of broken
wounded
"They're both in my power now, and I've sa;ed the facpaper, and excelsior that' would have made a
and
wood,
tory," he breathed, with a feeling of great satisfaction.
"Now to notify the police, or perhaps it wo·u ld be better fine beginning for a conflagration had they once been igfor me to telephone JHr. Waters first and ask for instruc- nited.
One of the policemen went upstairs to the office, comtions."
with the station by telephone, and asked that a
municated
He decided to do the latter, ancl leaving things as they
be sent to the factory at once.
wa.gon
patrol
were, he rushed upstairs and maclc his way to the office.
wagon got there Mr. Waters arrived,,and he
the
Before
for
delay,
some
after
Waters
He got connection with Mr.
it was now after midnight, and he recognized his employer's was not a little startled at the sight which the cellar prevoice at the other encl of the wire inquiring who was there. sented.
After Bob bad repeated his story to him, including the
"It is I, Bob Barron."
adventure he and Billy had met with at Beckley's saloon,
Mr. Waters 11ttercd an exclamation o.f surprise.
the manufacturer seized his young sh; pping clerk by the
"What's the trouble, Bob?"
"An attempt bas been made io fire the factory by Craig hand and thanked him warmly.
"You have saved the factory this night by your pluck,
and McCue. I spoiled their game. I am now at the office.
You had better dress m1d come down right away. I sup- Bob," he said, "just as you saved it from being blown up
pose I'd better notify the police. Or shall I wait for you?" last week by your nerve in venturing out to that old house
in order to discover what game Craig and my three em"Wait for me. I'll come down right away."

found his senseless body he would suspect foul play at once
.
and do something.
Just what Billy would do in such an emergency he
couldn't say.
They worked steadily at their dastarclly employment, and
in twenty minutes had collected three big piles of inflammable material such as they calcula.ted would answer their
•
purpose.
All being ready to apply a light, McCue rolled up an old
newspaper in the form of a torch and approached the gasjet.
He stood with his back to Bob, and the boy realized that
the moment had come when he rnusi act., and act with lightning quickness.
'fhe butt of a revolver protruded from McCue's pocket
and Bob's eyo caught sight of it.
Springing to his feet as lightly as a cat, he darted at
the rascal, seized and possessed himself of the weapon, and
then grasping it by the barrel, struck the ruffian a terrible
blow on the forehead as he turned around.
McCue went dO'WD. like a stricken ox in the shambles, and
never moved a muscle afterward, while the ignited torch
slowly burned ioward his hand.
Craig heard the crash of his companion's fall, turned
around and faced Bob.
For a momint he stood petrified with surprise and consternation, then, not noticing the weapon in the boy's hand,
he sprang at him with a terrible imprecation.
To save himself, Bob raised the revolver and fired.
Craig fell forward on his face and lay quite still.
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ployees were up to. You are certainly an uncommon boy, Ii.ion, under an agreement that they were to be sent to jail
for a nominal time.
and you are making a great record for yourself."
Craig and l\IcCue were easily convicted and received the
The patrol wagon now came up and the unconscious
penalty for their offenses, which was twenty years'
foll
ey
h
t•
where
house,
station
the
to
away
carried
prisoners were
imprisonment at hard labor in the penitentiary.
were revived and locked up in cells.
Although the striking employees of' the canning houses
Bob, Billy and Mr. Watcrs then returned to their homes.
had to give up the fight, and as many of them
eventually
loud
a
Bob had hardly gotten into b~d.before there was
went back to work as the proprietors could employ, for .
ring at the front door bell.
He slipped on bis trousers and went down to see who under no circumstances would the bosses discharge the new
the late caller was, for it was now half-past one in the morn- hands, the rival establishments lost a great deal of trade.
and money as well, before they got into full running shape
ing.
He found it was a bright young reporter from the "Mill- again.
During the continuance of the strike Mr. Waters had
gate Journal" who, having picked up such facts of the attempted firing of the Waters factory as appeared on the to work his people nearly every night, and he got so much
police blotter, had called to get a fuller story from Bob him- new trade, which he was able to hold on to, that he put up
an addition to the factory, and hired most of the late strikself.
The boy obligingly narrated all the particulars of the ers at a five per cent. advance as were left out in the cold.
Bob moved into an enlarged shipping and packing decase, ancl also tolcl him about what had occurred at Beckley's
with two additional assistants, and his pay was
partment,
saloon before and after the detective and the policemen
raised to $20 a week.
a.rrivecl.
Subsequently he was made assistant to the managing
Next morning the "Journal" had a graphic story of the
while Billy was promoted lo the post of shipping
clerk,
night's events skillfully written up by the young reporter,
who gave Bob full credit for saving the factory, and GOrn- cleric
The demands of his increasing business compelled Mr.
plimentecl him on his remarkable pluck.
Of course this story was read by all the employees of the Waters to create the position of general superintendent of
canning establishment. before they reached the factory, and the manufacturing end of the concern, and Bob got the
job at $30 per week.
Bob found himself quite a hero that day.
By this time he was Jessie Wiseman's most devoted adBob was the chief witness at the examinatign of the four
prisoners in the police court, and though all naturally mirer and steady company, and though they were not acpleaded not guilty, the evidence against them was easily tually engaged, it looked as if they would make a match
sufficient to cause the magistrate to hold them-Craig and of it.
At any rate, her paJ:ents looked on him as a remarkably
McCue as principals and Orchard and Starbeam as accomcatch, for he was not only making good money, and
good
plices.
saving a large part of his earnings for the future, but there
Mr. Waters figured up that Bob had saved not only his
appeared to be some probability that he would get an inbuilding, but his business, which would have been badly
terest in the business after a time, for Mr. Waters had come
I
disrupted had the establishment been destroyed.
to look upon him as his right-hand man-a boy who was
As this was the second time the boy had rendered so
making a splendid record for himself.
signal a service to him, and as he had almost lost his life
in defense of his employer's interests, the manufacturer deTHE END.
termined to reward him handsomely.
So he called Bob into his office, and after thanking him
again for what he had done, presented him with a check
Read" A FIGHT FOR MONEY; OR, FROM SCHOOL
for $5,000.
TO WALL STREET," which will be the next number
The amount nearly took the young shipping clerk's (114) of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
breath away.
It looked like a small fortune to him, as indeed it was.
Mr. Waters also assured him that he regarded him as
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back nur~bers of this weekly
one of his most valued employees, and would take ca.re to
always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
are
advance him in the business as fast as possible.
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by /
Before the trial of the conspirators came on, both Or- mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
chard and Starbeam made a clean breast of the whole busi- SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
ness, and they were accepted as witnesses by the prosecu- you order by return mail.
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also frequently remarked that the guides eagerly appropriate
any sugar that may be left over, and consume it on the journey. Whether the sugar afforded real benefit to the mountain
climber was the subject of the German investigation; that is,
did the consumption of sugar render the tired muscles capable
of renewed exertion?
To answer the question conclusively, the subject of the experiment was not allowed to know that a test was being
made. One clay a sweet liquid, containing thirty grams of
sugar, was administered; on the next a similar liquid, sweetened by saccharin to render it indistinguishable from the
other, as far as taste was concerned, took the place of the
sugar.
The result was a complete triumph for the sugar. It was
found that a greater amount of work could be accomplished
on the days when the sugar was given than on those when
saccharin tool{ its place. This serves, as far as it goes, to
prove that sugar is food in a true sense, and that it is, in
particular, food for the muscles.

In the wide central window of a doctor's office which is located on 1.he second floor of a building in a Western city the
reflection of two tall tombstones may )le seen regularly for
several hours each afternoon. The doctor's name appears
Much of the beauty of the stars depends upon their scintil- prominently in white letters across the pane, and at each end
lation. The multitudinous flashing of their tiny rays gives a of it rises a tall, white stone just as they stand beside the
wonderful life and brilliance to a winter's night. The great doorway of a stonecutter's shop half a block away.
star, Sirius, excites the most admiration when, near the horizon, it coruscates with rainbow hues. But the astronomer
wouHl be glad if he could put a stop to the scintillation of the
stars. That unsteadiness of their light is one of the chief
obstacles he has to overcome in studying them with the telescope.
Scintillation has generally been regarded as due only to
slight disturbances in the atmosphere. But, as recent obserThe record of a man who swallowed a fork years ago has
vations have shown that red stars scintillate less than white
been beaten by an exhibitor at French fairs, who was in the
ones, it has been suggested that the causes for some of the
habit of putting down bits of glass and metal for the bewilderessential differences in the scintillations of different stars
the spectators. This marvellous regimen seemed to
may be in the stars themselves. There is no doubt, however, ment of
with him until lately, when he became morose and lost
that the main cause of scintillation depends upon the condi- agree
his•appetite for the sort of food with which his fellow creatures
tion of the air.
wont to regale themselves. So he went one day to the
are
Most people suppose that when the stars appear to lose
their liveliness of light, and ~hine without twinkling, as mi- hospital, and Prof. Paul Berger, having no difficulty in guessnute, bright points in the sky, fair weather is in prospect. ing the cause of the trouble, was very much interested in the
Studies lately made in this country seem to contradict this case, but hesitated to operate, as he feared that this might
popular belief. It has• been found that when the stars are make matters worse. As a crisis was evidently impending,
feeble in their scintillations, foul weather is at hand. The however, the professor decided on running the risk. An innight before a most violent storm in the south, for instance, cision was made in the patient's stomach, and from it were
the stars hung so quietly in the sky that they seemed to have removed a fork, bent in twain, a buttonhook, three gimlets,
140 nails, an enormous number of pins, and last, not least, a
entirely lost their scintillating power.
This is said to be only one instance among many which couple of steel chains, the whole Jot weighing 330 grammes,
show that an unusual steadiness in the light of the stars pre- and showing by their condition that they had sojourned long
in the interior of the exhibitor at fairs, who bore the operation
cedes the appearance of storms.
extremely well and has rapidly mended ever since.
King Meneiik has caused a start to be made on the second
section of the Abyssinian Railway, and a host of men are enRepresentative Lorimer, of Chicago, who is a great walker,
gaged in preparing the track for the rails, says the Glasgow was recently out for a tramp along the conduit road leading
Herald. No one European Power claims, at present, a privi- from Washington, when after going a few miles he sat down to
leged position in the Ethiopian kingdom, and all protest their rest. "Want a lift, mister?" asked a good-natured Maryland
respect for its indepedence and the open door of commerce. farmer driving that way. "Thank you," responded Mr. LoriGermany, which is sending over a remarkable expedition to mer, "I will avail myself. of your kind offer." The two rode in
Abyssinia, says that equality of commercial opportunity is all silence for a while. Presently the teamster asked: "Profes·
that she desires, while King Menelik is prepared to welcome sional man?" "Yes," answered Lorimer, who was thinking of
the attention of all the Powers, concludes the Herald.
a bill he had pending before the House. After another long
A Paris newspaper announces the departure of a commer- pause the farmer observed: "Say, you ain't a lawyer or you'd
cial mission to Abyssinia, organized by the French Govern- be talking; you ain't a doctor, 'cause you ain't got no satchel.
ment and carrying a collection of samples forwarded by the and you shore ain't a preacher, from the looks of you. What
various French chambers of commerce.
is your profession, anyhow?" "lam a politician," replied Lorimer. The Marylander gave a snort of disgust. "Politics ain't
Some interesting experiments with reference to the nutritive value of foods containing sugar were recently made at no profession; politics is a disorder."
. '
the instance of the War Office at Berlin.
"Now," said Miss Yerner, "you'd better go up and speak to
It is \lo fact, well known to Alpine tourists, that on difficult
climbing excursions an increased desire is felt for sweets and papa." "Oh!" exclaimed Mr. Slokoche, who had finally prosweetened foods, and many who never touch such things at posed, '~is he up yet?" "Yes, he's waiting for you in the sithome devour large quantities of them on these tours. It is ting-room, unless he's got tired and gone to bed."
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The oblong of jasper was carved in an intaglio-a miniature
pine with a serpent's head for the trunk.
At sight of the ring, a triumphant ejaculation burst from
Mr. Bolton's lips.
By John Sherman.
"I place the clue and the case in your hands," said he. "That
"What business have you striking a man old enough to be ring is an heirloom in the Malloy family. The older Malloy is
your grandfather? Take that, and let him alone!"
X>ne of my trusted accountants. He bas a. son-Mort-who as
The vo.ice was low rather than loud, and it was evidently a penman is a marvel."
that 'o f a youth suddenly aroused to unresti:ainable indigna"What am I to infer from that?"
tion.
"The inference is plain enough. It was not my money the
The word" were followed by the'noise of a blow, quick as scoundrel who assaulted me wanted; it was the forged check."
thought, and by no means light.
"Ah, I see."
Then there were an apparently smothered execration, hurry"Young Mort Malloy is the forger. He had discovered in
ing feet, followed by a slower and firmer tread, and immediately some way th'a t I have taken up the check. He knew if he could
afterward only the ordinary sounds of a commonly quiet get hold of it and destroy it, he need not fear much of a case
locality.
'
being made out against him."
Harlem bridge was but a few blocks behind me, and I was on
"Why should he have leagued himself with an accomplice?
the point of turning from Third avenue into a cross street It strikes me he would be too clever to do that if he is as cunwhen I heard what I have just recorded.
· ning a villain as you suppose."
It was a still, moonlight evening, and as I rounded the cor·
"I am so certain my suspicions are right, that I shall make
ner I saw three figures.
a charge against him at once."
The first was scudding along like a dark phantom in the
As the old gentleman spoke, he had halted under a street
shadow of the trees which bordered one sidewalk; and be was lamp to inspect more minutely his rifled pockets.
rapidly disappearing.
"The young scamp has taken with the rest a letter which I
The second was on the opposite side, and he was vanishing had not yet read. It was important, too. It was from the head
more swiftly in the obscurity of the shaded pavement.
of our branch house in London, and contained information in
Neither was clearly distinguishable.
regard to the financial standing of the gentleman whom I
The third was a very elderly gentleman, bent and gray, and should wish to see ' my daughter's husband. The writer was
he was obviously in a state of dazed perturbation; he was on the eve of starting for Australia, and I may not hear from
coming, step by step, more closely toward me.
him again in some time."
As we approached each other, I stopped; at the same time I
How important a part that letter was to play in the evidence
could not help giving utterance to an exclamation of surprise for and against young Mort Malloy, neither of us guessed at
and curiosity.
·
the moment.
I recognized him as a Mr. Simon Bolton-a wholesale merI had no difficulty in finding the young man.
chant with a larg(; downtown establishment.
In fact, I met him the very next morning before the entrance
He lived in a fine, old-fashioned house a few doors away, and of a large book-binding establishment where he was employed.
was just returning home from business.
He was just going to work, and he looked rather impatient
I "What's up, Mr. Bolton?" I inquired, with a fam1liarlty warwhen I stopped him.
ranted by several years' acquaintance.
"I shall be docked if I am late. Can you not let your busi"By all that's lucky! is that you?" he returned, more in ness wait until the dinner hour?" he said.
remark to the evidence of his eyes than ears, for the old genHe was scarcely more than a youth; he had a round, beardtleman was extremely deaf.
less face; his brown eyes had a merry, honest look; his man"It is myself, and none other."
ner was frank and manly.
"You have happened along in the nick of time. I have just
"Is this ring yours?" I asked, as I held the green jasper in·
been assaulted and robbed."
taglio before him.
"Who were your assailants?"
He admitted readily that it was.
The old gentleman had no suspicion as to his or their
"Do you remember where you lost it?"
identity. ,
"Of course I do; I lost it last evening in a cross street near
He had been walking leisurely along when he felt an ' arm
Harlem Bridge. A tall young chap was choking an old genabout his neck and a hand like a vise clutching his throat.
The vise-like clutch deprived him of any power to move or tleman, and I interfered. In the scuffie the ring must have
been torn from my finger."
think clearly.
"You knew the old gentlem\i.n was Mr. Bolton?"
He knew some other person ran hurriedly across the street,
"At the moment of the attack I did not. In an instant afterand that a blow had been dealt.
But he was under the impression that the two were confed- ward, though, I saw he was the father of--of--"
The young fellow hesitated, and his boyish face colored like
erates, and that the blow was but a pretense designed to conthat of a school girl.
fuse his mind and render pursuit i;nore ineffectual.
"The father of a very pretty young lady with whom you
Anyway, his pockets had been rifled in la lightning flash.
had been walking a few momei;i.ts before," said I.
A roll of bills had been taken, and also a forged check.
"I don't know what business you have to catechise me, nor
The forged check bore what purported to be his signature,
had been duly cashed at the bank for a considerable amount, where you got your information, but I am not afraid to admit
and he had secured it by assuming the responsibility of the the latter is correct."
I had made a few investigations the previous evening, and
deficit.
At my suggestion we walked back to the spot where the I had ascertained that a romantic attachment existed between
the accused young•book-binder and Mr. Bolton's only daughter.
assault and robbery had been committed.
I had learned, too, that the father had no suspicion of the
It was at a point midway between two distant street lamps,
and, being in the shadow of the bordering trees, was gloomy existing state of affairs.
But I let the subject drop, and returned to that of the asin the extreme.
The light of my ready bull's-eye lantern, however, obviated sault.
I
"I should think you would have collared Mr. Bolton's asthe difficulty of darkness.
I hoped that in the struggle the assailant or assailants might sailant, and handed him over to the police."
"He was too much for me; he stopped the scuffle by running
have dropped something which would afford a clue, however
away. I pursued him, but it was no use."
slight.
My hopes were not disappointed.
"What was he like?"
"He was very tall and muscular; he was dark as a mulatto;
Our thorough search of the spot was rewarded by finding a
his eyebrows were so dark and heavy, I had a notion they were
seal ring-a small oblong of green jasper set in solid gold.
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false. He wore a broad felt hat, and a short cape over his
coat."
"How far did you follow him?"
"Until he jumped into a ligj:J.t buggy and drove away. I
knew the horse."
"You did?"
"It was a little spotted brown and white beast, kept for hire
in a livery stable up the Boulevard."
At this crisis of our conversation, I had decided that Mort
Malloy was innocent of the crime imputed to him by his
father's employer.
I agreed with Mr. Bolton, however, in his opinion that the
forged check had been the object of the assault.
As I ceased questioning Mort he thrust his hands in his
pockets, and turned as it to hurry inside to his work.
As he did so, it would seem one hand must have come in
contact with an unfamiliar article.
For at the instant he suddenly jerked something forth,
stared at it, and then whirled abruptly back to me.
He looked the picture of dumb amazement.
What he had jerked forth were a letter and a small roll
of bills.
I reached for them, and he handed them over without the
slightest hesitation.
The letter bore the London post-mark, and was addressed to
Mr. Simon Bolton. The bills bore a certain mark, which the
old gentleman had mentioned to me, and which stamped them
unmistakably as the stolen money.
"The mulatto-looking chap must have stuffed them in my
pocket during the scuffle," said Mort, looking the picture of
consternation.
What I thought did not matter. Under the circumstances it
was my duty to take the young fellow into custody.
My next move was to start for the livery stable up the Boule·
vard, where a certain brown and white-spotted horse was kept.
for hire.
I had turned into a parallel avenue a block away, when I
noticed an elegantly attired young gentleman walking some
distance ahead of me.
I recognized him as the young Englishman whom Mr. Bolton
had selected as the future husband of the pretty only daughter.
He had been welcomed in society as the younger son of a
titled family; he was known as the Marquis Clarence St.
Clair ; and he was reputed to be enormously wealthy.
I siniled as I thought of the letter which had been found so
strangely in the young book-binder's pocket that very morning, and which was now reposing snugly in one of my own.
I had delivered that letter to Mr. Bolton about three hours
before; and the old gentleman had nearly strangled with
wrath when he read it.
But I was not shadowing the Marquis St. Clair at the mo·
ment.
I was on the trail of the mulatto-looking chap whom Mr.
Bolton believed to be the young book-binder's accomplice.
I had already learned that the forged check had been presented at the bank by an individual of his description-dark,
tall, muscular, and wearing a broad felt hat, with a short cape
over his coat.
This man without a doubt was the real forger.
To track him to his hiding-place, to unmask his identity, was
the only way to save young Mort Malloy.
As I walked on, carelessly eyeing the elegant marquis just
ahead, he sauntered up to the stable yard connected with one
of the small hotels which abound in that locality.
A groom appeared and took his order for a saddle horse;
evidently it was his intention to enjoy a canter down the avenue which was just beginning to fill with equestrians and
brilliant equipages.
At that moment a coarsely-dressed man who had been loiter·
ing across the street, turned and walked up to him:
I had approached so closely that as I stood sheltered by
an angle of the building, I could hear their words and see the
expression of their countenances.
As the man spoke I <lould have tossed my hat in the air
with a rousing cheer at my intense satisfaction.
I knew that handsome, innocent Mort Malloy was saved.
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"There's no use denying nothing," said the man; "you're
the chap who hired the spotted horse at our place over there,
and we want oqr pay for the broken wagon."
The elegant Marquis St. Clair attempted an air of haughty
astonishment.
"It's no use; you are the man, and a fine scoundrel, so I'm
thinking! You left what's dead against you over there," repeated the other, jerking a thumb in the direction of the livery
stable in the Boulevard.
"You are mistaken in my person, my good fellow," St. Clair
returned, haughtily.
"I ain't mistaken about the false eyebrows you left ~n the
buggy, nor how you washed the mulatto black from your fine
phiz in the horse bucket when you thought nobody looking.
But your tricks and slying away won't save you from paying
damages. The hat and cape you left won't pay, I reckon. Just
hand over twenty-five dollars, or I'll call an officer."
I stepped from behind the angle of the building.
"An officer is here. I want this man for forgery and assault," I said, as I slipped the iron bracelets over his elegautlygloved h~nds.
The charge was fully proven against him.
As the letter to Mr. Bolton had revealed, he was a notorious
impostor and adventurer.
He had never before, however, been convicted of any heinous
offense.
But he had overmatched his own cunning when he slipped
Mr. Bolton's money and stolen letter into brave young Mort's
pockets.
But for that dastardly trick to incriminate an innocent man.
he might have escaped detection and ultimately married Mr.
Bolton's daughter.
The handsome young book-binder was speedily released, and
Mr. Bolton was agreeably surprised when he learned the whole
truth of the affair.
He had always liked Mort, whom he now regarded as a much
wronged hero.
Eventually he consented to a marriage between the brave
young fellow and his pretty daughter.
And so ends the strange case with its false clue of the green
jasper ring.
The data collected in 1900, and now for the first time pub·
lished, show that of 23,485,000 women over sixteen years of
age, more than one-fifth, or upward of 4,833,000, were bread·
winners, of whom , only 1,124,000 were domestic servants. The
proportion of feminine white wage-earners, both of whoae
parents were born in this country, was less than 15 per cent.
'l'he proportion of white women paid-workers, one or both of
whose parents were native born, was 37 per cent. The native
white workel's, both of whose parents were born abroad, represented more than 22 per cent.; the white women workers
who themselves were foreign born, more than 17 per cent.;
tite negro native-born women, 22 per cent. As compared with
the Census of 1880, the number of women bread-winners in
1900 had increased by more than 100 per cent., an increase
which, of course, can be only partially ascribed to the expansion of population during the two intervening decades. Ob·
viously, the number of occupations open to women had been
'
augmented signally during the interval.
The lapidary was skinning a pearl, according to the Philadelpha Record. He had on gloves of a very delicate sort of
kid, and the glasses that he wore had lenses of such great
magnifying power that his eyes, through them, looked as big
as saucers. "I wear gloves," he said, "because the hands perspire freely in this work, and perspiration has often been
known to discolor pearls. This stone was injured by the accidental dropping on it of some acid. The disaster discolored
it, you see. With this very delicate little tool I am removing its outer skin, and i( I find that the acid has filtered
through and discolored the inner skin also, I may remove
that as well. A pearl, you see, is composed of eccentric layers, or skins, and you can, if you are a clever workman, peel
it down and down until it disappears."
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instructions for all kind'3 of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Eimt-t·acing thirty-five illustrations•• By Professor W . Maedonald. complete instru<'t.ions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters pf inir-0duction. notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW 'l'O WRITE LET'l'ERS •.ro GENTLEMEN.N-0. 34. HOW· TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing ancl the use of the br-0adsw-0rd; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for wriling to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with t7>'enty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instrurtion.
No. 53. IIOW TO WRITE LID'l''.rERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete· bo-0k.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, br-0ther, employer; and, in fact, everybodv and any:'
No. 51. R0W '.rO DO '.rRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and eVery y-0ung
exp!:mations of t'he general principles of sleight-of-baud applicable lady in the land sb-0u ld hav<> this book.
t:.o card tricks; of card tricks with -0t·dinary cards, ancl not requiring
No. 74. HOW 'l'O WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con·
;{eight-of-band; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions fo~ writing letters on alm-0st any subject ·
~ially prepared cards.
By P rofess-Or Haffner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with sperimen letters'.

-
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No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fo
THE STAGE.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S J OKE
B OOK.--Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderfn I lit tic book.
No .. 4~. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUl\IP SPEAKER.Co!!tan11ng a vaned as~o,rtn;icnt of 1:1tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing fo r home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. 'l'IIID BOY8 OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
:AND JOKI!) BOOK.-:-Sometbing new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould obtam this ~ook, as it coutains full instructions for 19rcamzmg an amatcnr mmstrel troupe.
. No. 65. i\l ULDOON'S JOKES.-'l'his is one of the most original
JOke ~ooks ever publish~ and it is bri!Ilful of wit and humor. It
contarns a large collection of songs, Jokes, conundrums, etc., of
T errence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the ~ay. Ever;Y boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy 1mmecl1ately.
No .. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete mstruct1ons how to make up for various characters on the
stage_; togl".tber with the duties of the Stege Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N~ . 80. GUR WILLIAllIS' JOKE BOOK-Containing the latest JOkes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowped and
ever popular ller~n~n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

!'"

teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a!l the popular :iuthors of prose and poet ry, arranged in the mont
simple and conc1s3 manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvi'ng rules for conduct!ng d'"
bates, outlines for debater, questions for discussion, and tbe bNt
sources for procuriug info~mation on t he que~tions given.

SOCIET Y.

No. 3. HOW T O FLIR'l'.-The arts anct wiles ot fli rtation an
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
li:u:.dkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and bat fl irtation, it con•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowe rs, which i i
in.teresting to everybody, both old a nd young. Yo u cannot be bappJ
Without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by !<'rank Tousey. It contains fu ll inst ructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room a nd at partie1,
h°'v to dress, and full directions for calling off in a ll po pular square
dances.
No. 5. IIOW TO MAKE LOVE.- A complete guide to love,
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible adv ice, r ules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious a nd interesting t hings not gen·
i,rally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.- Containing fu ll instru ction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and ab road, giving the
selections of <'olors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. IIOW TO BECOlllE BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to . the world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A, WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beantiful, both male a nd
full mstructions fo1· constructmg a wmdow garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless, R ead this boek
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The t!!lost complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-Ooe of the most instructive books
No. 7. BOW T O KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing Cull instructions
for the management and training of the
fi sh, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary. mockingbird, bobolink,
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 31). HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY. PrnEONS AND
cooks.
RABBl'l'S.-A usefu l and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW 'l'O KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
By Ira Dl'OCraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will tcaeh you how to trated.
No. 40. HOW TO i'.IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Inclnding h int1
make almost auything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on bow to cakh moles, weasels, otter , rats, squirrels and birds.
bra ckets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW
STUFF BIRDS AND ANillIALS.-:A.
N o. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, givingTO
in collecting, p reparing, mountinr
scription of tile wonuerful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, instructions
animals and insects.
t ogether with full instru ct ions for making Electric 'l'oys, Batteries'
No. 54. HOW
KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. 111., M. D. Conlaining over fifty ii: plete informationTO
as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also givi ng full
No. 64. HOW TO l\IAKE ELECTRICAL l\IACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
taining fnll uirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making
it the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
B y R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIEJNTIST.-:A useful and in·
together with illustrations. By A; .Anderson.
' structive book, givipg a complete treatise on chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics. mathematics, chemistry, a nd di·
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thi•
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VE;\;Tlt!LOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equa led.
K ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete band-book for
thi s book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- maldng all kinds of candv. i ce-crean21,.syrup~esscnces. etc~ etc.
t udes every night with bis wonderful \milations). can master the
No. 8-1. ·IIOW TO BECOME A1'1 AU'l'tiOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book ~ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manne1• of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW •ro ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility aud genera l com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successCul author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions. comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor or <lrawim;-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOCR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
money than an.v hook pnhlisbed.
derful book. containing useful and practical information in t he
No. 35. CIO"W TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases a.nd ailments common to every
book, contnining the rules and rl'gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
backgammon. croq1wt. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 3G. HOW 'rO SOLVE CONP~DRUl\IS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAl\IPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading connndrnms of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable in formation regarding the collecting and arranging
a nd witty saying~.
of stamps and coins. HandsomP!y illnRtratPd.
No. 52. IIOW TO PLAY 04RDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-B:v Old King Brady,
book, giving the rules and f.,,. 'irections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detecth-e. In which he lays down some valnabl0
bage, Casino, ll'orty-Five, :R, ce, Pedro San<'ho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, anrl also r elates some adventure.
Au ction Pitrh. All Four~, a.nd mimy other popular games of cards. and experjcnC'es of well-known d0tectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PGZZLES.-Containin~ oyer three hunNo. GO. HOW TO BECO~IE A PIIOTOGUAPHER.- Contaln·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camrra and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illu strated. By Captain \Y. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOl\IE A WEST POINT l\UI1ITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTFl.-It
CADET.-Containing
full expianations how to gain admittance,
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
course
of Stua.v, Examinations. Duties, Staff of Officers, P oat
all about. '!'here's happiness in it.
~
No. 33. HOW TO BERA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police IleJ?nlations. Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the ea~iest and mo~t approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled ancl written by Lu Senarens, author
pea ring to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to RP<'ome a Naval Canet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete In·
in the drawing-room.
strnc-tions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATIOl'f.
Academy. Also containing the course of instructiol':, description
No. 27. HOW '1'0 RECI'rE AND BOOK OF 'tuJlCITATIONS. of grounds and bui ldings, bistori1•al sketch. and everything a bo1
-Containing the most popular sele,,tions in u~P. comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by I,u Senarens, author of "How to Become
w ith many standard re:idings.
West Point Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Addreas FRANK TOUSEY~ Puhlisher. 24: Uni«>n Square, New Voris.
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Young
Wide
Awake's
Daring
Deed;
or,
The
Last Chance for
Young Wide Awake's Mascot Chum; or, Terry Rourke's
Life.
Brave Deed.
Young Wide Awake and the Train Wreck; or, Saving Life 82 Young Wide Awake's Factory Fire; or, Caught in a. Death
Trap.
. at Wholesale.
Young Wide Awake's Clean Victory; or, Fighting Fire to 83 Young Wide Awake's Rope Crew; or, The Belmont Fire
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WEEKLY ' '

CONTAINING STORIES OF BOY FIREMEN

"THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76"
CONTAINING REVOLUTIONARY STORIES

32 PAGES
COLORED COVERS
PRICE 5 CENTS
352 The Liberty Boys on Barren Hill; or, Fighting with 357 The Liberty Boys' Gun Squad; or, Hot Work on the Hills.
Lafayette.
358 The Liberty Boys' War Trail; or, Hunting Down the
353 The Liberty Boys Under Fire; or, The "Rebel" Girl ot
Redslrins.
Carolina.
359 The Liberty Boys and Captain Talbot; or, The Fire Brig
:154 The Liberty Boys' Hard Times; or, The Massacre of Bu·
of the Hudson.
'
ford's Command.
855 The Liberty Boys and the Mad Provost; or, Caught in the 360 The Liberty Boys in Winter Quarters; or, Skirmishing in
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356 The Liberty Boys' Crack Shots; or, The Capture of Phila- 361 The Liberty Boys and the "Terror"; or, The Masked Spy
delphia.
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OLD AND YoefNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES

COLORED COVERS
32 PAGES
PRIOE 5 CENTS
453 The Bradys and the Chinese Juggler; or, The Opium 458 The Bradys and the Floating Head; or, The Clew Found
Fiend's Revenge.
in the River.454 The Bradys After "78X"; or, Caught by a Sing Sing Clew. 459 The Bradys After Captain Death; or, Saving a Million in
Rubies.
455 The Bradys and the Telegraph Boy; or, Exposing the League
460
The
Bradys and the Witch Woman; or, The Mystery of
bf Three.
Mulberry Bend.
•
456 The Bradys' Six Bell Olew; or, The Masked Men of Magic 461 The Bradys and the Blind Peddler; or, Working in the
Mountain.
Dark.
457 The Bradys and the Queen of the Highbinders; or, The War 462 The Bradys Chasing the "Queer" Makers; or, The Missing
of the Tongs and Leongs.
Secret Service Man.
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STOR1£S OF BOYS WHO ·MAKE MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

SELF-MADE MAN

PRICE 5 Cts.

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantage of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverwice and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
32
33
34
35
36
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39

Adrift on the World ; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
Playing to Win ; or, The Fox iest Boy in Wall Street.
Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy in the
Won by P luck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Raiiro
Beatin~ the Brokers; or, The Boy Who "Couldn't
I\ Rolilng Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record'.
:-<ever Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
41 Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy In Wail Street.
42 T he Chance of His Life; or, The Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Portune; or, From Beil-Boy tp Millionaire.
44 Out for Business; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking it Rich lu Wall Street.
46 'rhrough Thick and Thin; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
48 Always on ·Deck ; or, 'l'he Boy Who Made His Mark.
4!l A i\lint of Money; or, The Young Wail Street Broker .
50 The Ladder of l•'ame ; or, From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the l.')quare ; or, The Success of au Hones
52 After a Fortune ; or, The Pluckiest Boy in
ri:1 Wmniug the JJullars; or, 'l'he Young Wood
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy Who Became
5;; Heir to a Miilion; or, The Boy Who Was Born L
.
5G Lost in the Andes: or. The Treasn1·p of t he Burled City.
57 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortun e on the Wing.
5!J The Road to Success ; or, 'l'he Career of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy In Wall Street.
61 Rising in the World; or, From Factory Boy to Manager.
62 From Dark to Dawn ; or, A Poor Boy' s Chance.
63 Out for Himself: or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
64 Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
6;:; A Start in Life ; or, A Bright Boy's Ambition.
66 Out for a Million; or, The Young Midas of Wall Street.
67 !;;very Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Best.
68 Money to Burn; or, 'l'he Shrewdest Boy In Wall Street.
69 An Eye to Business; or, The Bo¥ Who Was Not Aeleep.
70 Tipped by the Ticker ; .or, An Ambitious Boy in Wail Street.
71 On to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got Ahead.
72 A Bid tor a Fortune; or, A Country Boy in Wall Street.
73 Bound to Rise; or, F ighting His Way to Success.
74 Out for the Dollars; or, A Smart Boy in Wall Street.
75 For Fame and Fortune; or, 'l'he Boy Who Won Both.
76 A Wall Street Winner; or, Making a Mint of Money.

77
78
79
80
81

The Road to Wealth; or, The Boy Who Found It Oqt.
On the Wing; or, The Young Mercury of Wall Street.
A Chase for fl Fortune; or, The Boy Who Hustled.
Juggling With the Market; or, The !:Soy Who Made it Pay.
Cast Adrift; or, 'l'he Luck of a Homeless Boy.
Playing the Market; or, A Keen Boy in Wall Street.
A Pot of Money; or, The Legacy uf a Lucky Boy.
irrom Rags to Riches ; or. A Lucky Wall Street Messenger.
On His Merits ; or, The Smartest Iloy Allve.
'rrapplng the Brokers; or, A Game Wall Street Boy.
A Million In Gold; or, The Treasure of Santa Cruz.
88 Bd\rnd to Make Money; or, From the West to Wall Street.
89 The Boy Magnate; or, Making Baseball Pay.
90 ,Making Money , or, A Wall Street Messenger' s Luck.
9L A Harvest of Gold; or, The Buried •ri·easure of Coral Island.
;>2. On the Curb; 01-, Beating the Wali Stt·eet Brokers.
93 A ir reak of Fortune ; or, The Boy Who Struck Luck.
94 The Prince of Wall Street; or, A Big l>~ai for Big Money.
ll5 Starting His Own Business; 0 1-, The Boy Who Caught On.
96 A Co rn er In Stock ; or, The Wall Street Roy Who Won.
' !'17 First fn the Field ; or, Doing Buslne•s for Himself.
98 A Broker at Eighteen: or. Roy Gilbert' s Wall Street Career.
9~ Only a Do llar : or, From Errand l:loy to Owner.
JllO Price & Co., Boy Brokers; or, 'l'he Young •rraders of Wall StreP.t.
101 A Winnlni; Risk ; or, 'rhe Boy Who Made Good.
102 From a Dime to a J\Iillion ; or, A Wide-Awake Wall l>?Tel~-ir.-....,lii
103 The Path to Good Luck; or, The Boy Miner of Death Valley.
104 Mart Morton' s Money; or, A 'orner In Wall Street Stocks.
105 Famous at Fourteen ; or, The Boy Who J\Iade a Great Xame.
106 Tips to Fortune; or, A r,ucky Wall Street Deal.
107 Sh'lklng His Ga it ; or. The I erlls of a Boy Engineer.
11>8 From Messenger to J\Iillionaire ; or, A Boy's Luck in Wall Street.
1 Ofl The Boy Gold Hunters; or, After a Pirate's Treasure.
110 Tricking the Traders; ort. A Wall Street Boy's Game of
111 Jack Merry's Grit: or, M.aklng a Mlln of Himself.
112 .A Golden Shower; or, The Boy Banker of Wall Street.
113 Making a Record; or, The Lu clt of a Working Boy.
1i4 A Fight for Money; or, From School to W_a ll Street.
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